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The central volume in the definitive biography of America's most important First Lady.

"Engrossing" (Boston Globe).The captivating second volume of this Eleanor Roosevelt

biography covers tumultuous era of the Great Depression, the New Deal, and the gathering

storms of World War II, the years of the Roosevelts' greatest challenges and finest

achievements. In her remarkably engaging narrative, Cook gives us the complete Eleanor

Roosevelt—an adventurous, romantic woman, a devoted wife and mother, and a visionary

policymaker and social activist who often took unpopular stands, counter to her husband's

policies, especially on issues such as racial justice and women's rights. A biography of

scholarship and daring, it is a book for all readers of American history.

From Publishers WeeklyThis highly readable, well-researched work of feminist scholarship

erases the image of the young Eleanor Roosevelt (1884-1962) as a long suffering, repressed

wife and presents her as a strong, ever-evolving individual who overcame an emotionally

impoverished childhood to become a champion of social justice and a woman deeply involved

in enduring love relationships. Cook ( Crystal Eastman on Women and Revolution ) notes that

although her subject felt compelled by the tenor of the times to act the role of dutiful wife,

daughter-in-law and mother, she early on transformed herself from a dependent female into a

social activist, writer and teacher. Her work with feminist friends during the 1920s on the

League of Nations and the World Court is fully covered, as is her involvement in FDR's political

campaigns. The author is forthright about her subject's private life. As much anguish as her

husband's affair with Lucy Mercer caused her, it also liberated her to forge her own erotic

relationships. For the first time adequate coverage is given of Eleanor Roosevelt's possible

affair with Earl Miller, a New York state trooper who became her bodyguard, and her enduring

passionate relationship with reporter Lorena Hickok. An outstanding first installment of a

projected two-volume study of a major 20th-century figure. Photos not seen by PW. First serial

to Mirabella; author tour.Copyright 1992 Reed Business Information, Inc. --This text refers to an

alternate kindle_edition edition.ReviewEleanor Roosevelt is an extensively researched,

revisionist text which sings praises of one of this century's most revered and least understood

women. Eleanor Roosevelt was born in 1884 into a prominent American family, but her

childhood was often bitter. Her parents could not offer her the love and security she needed,

and they died when she was very young. Raised by maternal relatives, she studied for a time in

England, then fell in love with her cousin, Franklin Roosevelt. She seemed destined to be a

socialite wife of a wealthy politician, and that is how her life has most often been interpreted.

But Blanche Cook chronicles Eleanor Roosevelt's real life: her political agenda - often

refreshingly at odds with the powerful political arena surrounding her husband - and her

lifelong efforts on behalf of women, children, and workers. Equally compelling is the author's

compassionate and revealing study of this remarkable woman's personal life. Although her

abiding respect and love for her husband and children is central to her life, it is Eleanor

Roosevelt's passionate friendships with the independent and sometimes radical women

intellectuals of her time, and in particular, her intense relationship with Lorena Hickock, which

underscore her deep commitment and struggle to create a separate and fulfilling life for herself.

We are left in awe of this woman, this freethinking iconoclast who bucks tradition, and of

Blanche Cook's inspired telling of Eleanor Roosevelt's first fifty years. -- For great reviews of



books for girls, check out Let's Hear It for the Girls: 375 Great Books for Readers 2-14. -- From

500 Great Books by Women; review by Rebecca Sullivan --This text refers to an alternate

kindle_edition edition.From Kirkus ReviewsFrom Cook (History/John Jay; The Declassified

Eisenhower, 1981, etc.)--the first volume of a massive biography of Eleanor Roosevelt, which,

in seeking redress for its subject, is flawed by its own (feminist) biases. Long overshadowed by

the achievements of FDR, Eleanor Roosevelt's own extraordinary life deserves wider attention.

The poor little rich girl who was born into one of New York's wealthiest and most distinguished

families was unkindly called ``Granny'' by her beautiful but cold mother; lost both her parents

before she was 12; was taken in by relatives who made her always feel an outsider; and, once

married, had to contend with a tyrannical mother-in-law and a philandering husband. And yet,

Cook tells us, there were triumphs and periods of fulfillment-- schooldays in London; ventures

into politics and civic activities; and the golden interlude of the 1920's, when ER led her own

life independent of FDR, becoming a sought-after speaker, activist, and commentator. Cook

conscientiously records the achievements and the many unhappinesses--not just the discovery

of FDR's affair with Lucy Rutherford--as well as the consolation of friends, mostly women

(though Cook believes that ER had an affair with Earl Miller, one of the Roosevelts' security

guards). The volume ends with FDR's election to the presidency, an achievement about which,

for FDR's sake, ER was ``sincerely glad''--but which also led her to comment, ``Now I shall

start to work out my own salvation.'' In less-than-luminous prose, ER gets her uncritical due

while FDR becomes the typical male villain--duplicitous, weak, and owing everything to a good

woman. Informative but not definitive. (Sixteen pages of b&w photographs--not seen.) --

Copyright ©1992, Kirkus Associates, LP. All rights reserved. --This text refers to an alternate

kindle_edition edition.From Library JournalContinuing a major biography.Copyright 1998 Reed

Business Information, Inc. --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.From

AudioFilePacked with intriguing facts and detail, this volume focuses on Eleanor Roosevelt's

life before her husband's election to the presidency. Cook's voice is level, her pronunciation

sometimes odd and her pace a bit irregular. However, her passion for her topic is infectious.

She reads the text as though delivering it from a podium and succeeds in getting the listener to

lean forward in anticipation. An unusual aspect of this abridgment is that Cook informs the

reader about what material is being skipped over. The abridgment retains the logic of the

longer text but gives it a stream-of-consciousness flow, making the chapter breaks irrelevant.

E.S.B. (c)AudioFile, Portland, Maine --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition

edition.About the AuthorBlanche Wiesen Cook is Distinguished Professor of History at John

Jay College and the Graduate Center, City University of New York. She is the author of Eleanor

Roosevelt: Volume Two: 1933-1938 and Eleanor Roosevelt:Volume Three, 1938-1962, Crystal

Eastman on Women and Revolution and The Declassified Eisenhower, and is a former vice-

president for research at the American Historical Association. --This text refers to an alternate

kindle_edition edition.Read more
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Exuberant Praise for Eleanor Roosevelt, Volume 1: The Early Years, 1884-1933“This book is

exhilarating. With a marvelous combination of brilliant original research and deep intuition and

empathy, Blanche Wiesen Cook conveys a wondrously human Eleanor Roosevelt who

transcended the rigidities of her exclusive social background to re-create herself with growing

boldness. Cook evokes with compelling detail the zest of Eleanor’s political passions and the

complexity of her personal passions. Eleanor Roosevelt will be read through the ages by all

seeking the role model of an authentic heroine.”—Betty Friedan“An intelligent and absorbing

study of this extraordinary life, which also examines the climate in which women’s mental and

political lives were shaped—or stunted—in the early twentieth century.”—Rhoda Koening, New

York magazine“This book gives us not only a fascinating, clear-eyed look at a pioneering

leader of the past but a friend who can lead us into the future.”—Gloria Steinem“I’ve been

waiting all my life for this book. At last we have a biography of Eleanor Roosevelt that frees her

from all the rumors, stereotypes, prejudices, and distortions to reveal the truths that no one

before Blanche Wiesen Cook seemed able to find, let alone to tell.”—Carolyn Heilbrun“In

showing ER as a strong, confident, independent woman, [Cook] is bucking not merely sexist

caricatures but also the reflexive self-deprecation of ER’s own autobiographical writings…. The

facts are on Cook’s side.”—David Gates, Newsweek“Every woman in politics or interested in

public life will want to read this book. Blanche Wiesen Cook’s Eleanor Roosevelt is bold and

searching, a woman of struggle, action, and achievement. Every issue, every battle and

controversy she faced—both public and private—continues today.”—Bella Abzug“The first

volume of Blanche Wiesen Cook’s biography arrives not a moment too soon. Her research is

rich…. [It] gives the extraordinary First Lady flesh.”—Lisa Schwarzbaum, Entertainment

Weekly“Impassioned and sensitive, tender and angry …A fresh interpretation of the

relationship between Roosevelt’s private and public selves …Spirited and absorbing.”—David

M. Kennedy, front page, The New York Times Book Review“American political history at its

best, Blanche Wiesen Cook’s Eleanor Roosevelt fractures comfortable stereotypes, presenting

a radically new Eleanor—an independent political actor, nationally renowned years before she

was a president’s wife; a desired and desiring woman.”—Carrol Smith-Rosenberg“Quite simply

the best biography I’ve read in years. It offers the luxurious venues of high society, the anatomy

of a celebrated marriage, history without pain, and, best of all, the character of Eleanor,

arguably the most important woman in our political past.”—Erica Abeel, New Woman“This

book should completely change historical interpretations of the life and times of Eleanor

Roosevelt.”—Mary Frances Berry“Historian Cook bring[s] Eleanor entirely alive, with tender

insight and a novelist’s skill. Had history always been written with such intelligence, charm, and

understanding, we’d know a lot more about the past.”—Louise Berkinow, Cosmopolitan“This

highly readable, well-researched work of feminist scholarship …presents Eleanor Roosevelt as

a strong, ever-evolving individual who overcame an emotionally impoverished childhood to

become a champion of social justice…. Outstanding.”—Publishers Weekly“All students of

Eleanor Roosevelt and her place in history will benefit from the careful and thoughtful

treatment that Cook provides …of the most important American woman of this century.”—

Lewis L. Gould, New York Newsday“A provocative, engrossing biography that contributes

significantly to our knowledge of this remarkable woman.”—Merle Rubin, The Christian

Science Monitor“A detailed, knowledgeable account of Eleanor Roosevelt.”—The New

Yorker“The career of Eleanor Roosevelt reminds us that common decency was once the ruling

principle for a very special life in politics. The special virtue of Blanche Wiesen Cook’s vivid



biography is that it brings that life to life in such engaging and human terms.”—James
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LibraryVersion_4FOR CLARE M. COSSEvery day in each season,a life of politics and art“The

big question before our people today is whether we are to be more material in our thinking,

judging administrative success by its economic results entirely and leaving out all other

achievements. History shows that a nation interested primarily in material things invariably is

on a downward path. Great wealth has ruined every nation since the day that Cheops laid the

corner stone of the Great Pyramid, not because of any inherent wrong in wealth, but because it

became the ideal and the idol of the people. Phoenicia, Carthage, Greece, Rome, Spain, all

bear witness to this truth.”—Eleanor Roosevelt, 1927“It takes courage to love, but pain through

love is the purifying fire which those who live generously know.”—Eleanor Roosevelt, 1 April

1939Preface and AcknowledgmentsTHIS BOOK WAS IN PART MADE POSSIBLE BY A

MOVEment—led and informed by women and men who have in the past twenty years

transformed the craft of biography and enlarged the contours of our learning traditions. I am



proud to be part of this movement that removed women from the margins of our culture and

placed them at the center of their own lives, and our field of vision. However embattled we

remain, the new poetry, literature, and scholarship have enabled us to ask bolder questions

about the nature of identity, relationships, and power—as they concern individuals and

society.Eleanor Roosevelt is one of the most admired and controversial women in world history,

but her life was for many years obscured by closed archives and court biography. She seemed

then a mythic character, larger than life and not quite human. There seemed actually to be no

story beyond her dutiful marriage and her valiant precepts, both already well detailed.Between

1958 and 1962, I met Eleanor Roosevelt several times in my capacity as president of the

student government of Hunter College and then as vice-president for student affairs of the

National Student Association. Each time the experience felt charged: The room simply

changed when she walked into it—one felt the air fill with her vibrancy. After each meeting,

there was conversation and tea. Eleanor Roosevelt was still, as she had been for so many

decades, an adviser to students—an optimistic galvanizing force for activism and political

commitment. She might have been one of the first heroes of the new feminist movement as it

emerged during the 1970s on that account alone. But her papers were closed, and we were

actually discouraged from considering Eleanor Roosevelt as a woman with independent

power.Then, in 1978, everything changed. When the Lorena Hickok papers were opened, we

all learned that there were many more dimensions to Eleanor Roosevelt’s life. Although her

friendship with Lorena Hickok was at first taken out of context and treated meanly, the fact of a

world of relationships long denied, of a hard-won struggle to live life fully, and with a flair for

adventure, created for me the challenge that became this biography: Who in fact was Eleanor

Roosevelt? What were the sources of her strength? What did she really think? What of the

great range of her own writings? How did she actually spend her days?To some extent this

book is “a life and times” of Eleanor Roosevelt and her generation: an historical reconsideration

of the events that served to define a life, a life that served to define events. To appreciate the

struggles that Eleanor Roosevelt faced enables us to understand the struggles we continue to

face, the political alternatives available, and the fact that on the road to political decency and

personal dignity there have been no final victories.In 1984, during a centennial celebration of

ER’s life, Joseph P. Lash said that Eleanor Roosevelt is infinite and timeless. Because I also

believe successive generations will find additional questions to ask, different issues to explore,

new interpretations to forge, I have made every effort to avoid historiographical quibbles and

biographical arguments. Where I have given in to temptation, I have relegated the issue to the

endnotes, along with sources and tangential historical detail.During the decade that I

researched Eleanor Roosevelt, new documents appeared and previously closed or “lost”

archival sources were opened, and my gratitude to various archivists and librarians is profound.

At the Library of Congress, I am as always grateful to David Wigdor. At Columbia University, I

want to thank Ron Grele, director of Columbia’s Oral History Project, and the ever-helpful

archivists of Columbia’s special collections. At the United States Archives, I am especially

grateful to Milton Gustafson and the Diplomatic archivists who, along with Bill Slany, historian

of the United States Department of State, helped me locate ER’s entire human-rights record;

indeed, the entire U.S. humanrights record for 1946–53—long closed, classified, and forgotten.

At the FBI, I am thankful for historian Susan Rosenfeld Falb’s many courtesies during the

various Freedom of Information requests I have made over the years. At John Jay College I

want especially to thank Eileen Rowland and Marilyn Lutzker.At Oyster Bay, I want to thank

John Gable, director of the Theodore Roosevelt Association; and Wallace Dailey, the curator of

the Theodore Roosevelt Collection at the Houghton Library, Harvard University, which includes



a vast treasure of new materials concerning ER’s paternal family. Indeed, during the 1980s, the

size of that collection has almost doubled. Most of my work on this project was done at the

Franklin Delano Roosevelt Library in Hyde Park, New York, a most congenial research facility. I

appreciate particularly the knowledgeable and generous assistance of Frances Seeber, Susan

Elter, Mark Renovitch, and Paul McLaughlin.For the use of Eleanor Roosevelt’s

correspondence with Isabella Selmes Ferguson Greenway King, at the Arizona Historical

Society in Tucson, her son John Greenway and archivist Adelaide Elm offered most cordial

assistance.For the Esther Lape Papers in their private collection, and for their hospitality in

Phoenix, I am grateful to Lape’s friends Harold Clarke and Bert Drucker. For other Lape papers

and many memories, I appreciate the contributions of medical historian Patricia Spain Ward,

whose work on and friendship with Esther Lape is so important to our understanding of this

long-ignored pioneer for health care in America.Regarding Esther Lape, I am also grateful to

Michael Sonino, Olga Bendix, and especially Margaret (Peggy) Bok Kiskadden, whose candor

and political acumen enabled me to appreciate the manifold textures of the extended Lape-

Roosevelt circle.Above all, I want to thank Maureen Corr, ER’s last secretary and Esther Lape’s

friend, for all her valuable memories, her sage advice, and an incomparable tour of Lape’s

estate, Saltmeadow, and home and office in Westbrook, Connecticut. Also for their hospitality

during that visit, I want to thank my friends Jay and Jane Gould.Countless people agreed to

interviews, and a full bibliography will appear at the end of Volume Two of this biography. But I

particularly want to thank ER’s friends and family members who took significant time to meet

with me.Joseph Lash, Trude Lash, and Edna Gurewitsch were unfailingly gracious, and their

insights concerning a wide range of still-controversial issues and relationships greatly

enhanced my understanding. Edna Gurewitsch, for example, told me that she had it harder

than many women: They might have Marilyn Monroe for a rival, she had Eleanor Roosevelt.

The insights and memories of ER’s granddaughter, Anna Eleanor Roosevelt Dall Seagraves

(“Sisty”), were particularly helpful and I am very grateful for the hours she took out of her very

busy schedule. ER’s sons cordially took time during several centennial celebrations we all

attended in 1984 to share with me additional memories, and I am grateful to Elliott, James, and

FDR, Jr. To Franklin III (Frank Roosevelt), my deep gratitude for his support for this project, and

his memories.I am grateful to Henry Morgenthau III and Daniel O’Day for their memories of

their mothers, Elinor Morgenthau and Caroline O’Day; to Ralph Disbrow Burghardt, regarding

his mother, Alice Disbrow; and to Richard Disbrow and William Disbrow for their assistance

and memorabilia of their aunt and sister, Alice Disbrow; to Patricia Schepps Vaill and Annis

Eastman Fuller Young for their memories of Todhunter; to Vivian Cadden, Estelle Linzer, Carol

Lubin, Dorothy Height, Virginia Durr, Alger Hiss, Justine Wise Polier, Ruth Gruber, and Pauli

Murray for their various recollections of Eleanor Roosevelt over time.During the course of my

research I was assisted by several graduate students and friends who photocopied articles and

documents, and found obscure or out-of-print books and journals in Washington, New York,

Hyde Park, and Cambridge. I am profoundly grateful to Melanie Gustafson, Phyllis Lewis,

Deborah Aguayo-Delgado, Elizabeth Lorde-Rollins, Susan Heske, Scott Sandage, Mindy

Chateauvert, and Betty Maset. I also want to thank my friends Lisa Breskin Rudikoff and Ben

and Judy Kohl for those convivial evenings in the Hyde Park area.Over the years there were

many conversations with FDR’s biographers who generously shared with me their insights or

research. I want to thank: Ted Morgan, Geoffrey Ward, Alfred B. Rollins, Arthur Schlesinger, Jr.,

and especially James MacGregor Burns, who said emphatically: “Be Bold. Above all: Be

Bold.”During ER’s centennial year, the conveners of the conference at San Diego, Jess

Flemion and Colleen O’Connor, enabled many of us to meet together, and contribute to



Eleanor Roosevelt: An American Journey. Also, the effort to create Without Precedent, an

anthology of new work on Eleanor Roosevelt, edited by Joan Hoff-Wilson and Marjorie

Lightman, led to many meetings, discussions, panels, and shared insights; I am very grateful to

each of the participants, all of them at work on different aspects of ER and the issues that

faced her generation, and ours. For their work, and our stimulating and provocative

conversations I want specifically to thank Susan Ware, Lois Scharf, Bill Youngs, Maureen

Beasley and Elizabeth Israels Perry.Personally I am indebted to my family, friends, and

colleagues who have lived with me and this book for over ten years.On the East End I want to

thank Phyllis Wright, who helped me make the transition from fountain pen to word processor;

Deborah Ann Light for the many kindnesses of her office facilities; and Sandy Ferguson, her

assistant, for her accessibility and computer knowledge. I also want to thank Lyla Hoffman for

asking those most difficult questions.My agent, Charlotte Sheedy, always more than an agent,

a friend and adviser, has been forceful and encouraging from the beginning.My original editor

at Viking, Amanda Vaill, was for a decade a great help as this project unfolded and changed

shape. I appreciate her wit and large vision, her encouragement and support over time. My

new editor, Nan Graham, and her staff, notably Gillian Silverman, have carried through with

valuable insights, and I am very grateful to them. I also appreciate Viking’s astute and precise

copy editors, Terry Zaroff and Kate Griggs; and the enthusiasm of Scott Edward Anderson.My

colleagues and friends at John Jay College, CUNY, have been an unfailing source of support

and collegiality. I want especially to thank President Gerald Lynch, former vice-president John

Collins, former dean and history chair John Cammett, and my students—both at John Jay and

the Graduate Center. In particular, I want to thank William P. T. Preston, whose many feats of

friendship included a tour of ER’s childhood environs—the North Shore estate area around

Meadowbrook, Hempstead, and Roslyn—and an informative visit with his cousin Betty

Babcock, whose mother was one of ER’s rivals in New York State politics.Over the years,

Gerald Markowitz and Alice Kessler-Harris have been unfailing sources of historical vision and

knowledge. I want to express my heartfelt gratitude to them for reading the entire manuscript of

the once combined volumes with diligence and discernment.Daily, my life has been enhanced

by that community of scholars and biographers, poets, activists, and writers, without whom this

book would not be possible. Their work has informed my own, their friendship has sustained

me and emboldened my quest. In addition to those named above, I appreciate those friends

and colleagues who read parts of this manuscript and enhanced in various ways this project

over time: Clare Coss, Audre Lorde, Berenice Carroll, Frances Clayton, Michelle Cliff, Sandi

Cooper, Judith Friedlander, Alvia Golden, Sharon Good, Lucille Field Goodman, Gloria I.

Joseph, Phyllis Kriegel, Susan Koppelman, Frederica Leser, Deborah Ann Light, Jane Marcus,

Midge Mackenzie, Jean Millar, Connie Murray, Adrienne Rich, Patsy Rogers, Carroll Smith-

Rosenberg, Amy Swerdlow, Leslie Weisman; members of the Biography Seminar at the New

York Institute of the Humanities, especially: Deidre Bair, Louise Bernikow, Louise DeSalvo,

Richard Goldstone, Elizabeth Harlan, Carolyn Heilbrun, Fred Karl, Eunice Lipton, Honor

Moore, Sue Schapiro, Aileen Ward, and Elizabeth Wood; and the women of Gay Women’s

Alternative, especially Marge Barton.In particular for their unfailing support, I am profoundly

grateful to my family, Sadonia Ecker Wiesen, Marjorie Doris Lessem, Daniel Wayne, Douglas

Jed, and Clare M. Coss, who—in addition to everything else—read each draft and informed

this book with her clarity, style, and vigor. Their support made this work possible when there

were so many other battles to wage, so many waves to ride, so much else to do.—Blanche

Wiesen CookThe Springs, October 1991ContentsPREFACE AND

ACKNOWLEDGMENTSIntroduction1. Ancestry and Heritage2. Elliott and Anna3. Childhood



of Tears and Loss4. Years of Dreams and Longing5. Allenswood and Marie Souvestre6.

Coming Out and Courting7. Franklin and Me, and Sara Makes Three8. Eleanor Roosevelt,

Political Wife9. The Roosevelts in Wilson’s Washington10. 1919-20: Race Riots and Red

Scare, Grief and Renewal11. The Campaign of 1920 and Louis Howe12. ER and the New

Women of the 1920s: Esther Lape and Elizabeth Read, First Feminist

Friends13. Convalescence, Marital Unity, and Separate Spheres: Polio, Val-Kill, and Warm

Springs14. ER, Political Boss15. New York’s First Lady, Part-Time16. Teaching and

Todhunter17. ER at Forty-five18. Earl Miller: A Champion of Her Own19. Assignment ER:

Lorena Hickok and the 1932 Campaign20. The First Lady’s First

FriendPHOTOGRAPHSNOTESSELECTED BIBLIOGRAPHYINDEXIntroduction“Her very

presence lit up the room.”“She was the ugliest woman I ever saw.”“She was the most beautiful

woman I ever met.”“Her voice could shatter glass; and she was so unbearably righteous.”“She

changed my life, just by caring.”“Once Eleanor Roosevelt decided to ice you out you could be

frozen to death.”“You don’t think she was really smart, do you? I mean, she hardly understood

the New Deal, and knew nothing about foreign policy.”“We were warned: If you behaved that

way and said those things you’d wind up like Eleanor Roosevelt—too tall, too unattractive, too

strident for any man.”“You could never invite her to dinner. You would never know quite who she

would bring along—Blacks, Jews, Sapphists in slacks, rude communist youths. It was so

unsettling.”“We have already had a woman in the White House. Everybody knows she was

president; that was why he was called Franklin D’Eleanor Roosevelt.”“She was so open to

young people, and to social and cultural changes. Even when young people became

disrespectful and began wearing the oddest clothes and using foul language, Eleanor

Roosevelt remained completely unruffled. She used to say: ‘There are only two unacceptable

four-letter words, Hate and Wars.’”“People always made fun of her physical incapacities, and

made her out to be rather awkward and feeble. But shortly after the war, I was living in

Greenwich Village and we all had those long green corduroy skirts, country-style skirts, and

quite the rage after all those war years without cotton. I was running for the Fifth Avenue bus,

which had that marvelous open-air roof, and all of a sudden there was this long-legged woman

with quite a stride running for that bus. She was much faster than I was, and I really noticed

because she was wearing that same skirt. She hopped on just as the bus pulled out, and held

out her long arm and with a very firm grip pulled me aboard. And I got on right into the smiling

face of Eleanor Roosevelt.”“The thing is, she was so modest. She never thought of herself as

exceptional or extraordinary or important. Whenever we traveled, she was genuinely surprised

that people made a fuss. Once, when she returned from a tour to promote the United Nations,

we landed in an airport that had laid down a red carpet and there were children with flowers

and quite a display, and she said: ‘Oh, look! Somebody significant must be flying in.’” DURING

THE DECADE I RESEARCHED AND RECONSIDERED Eleanor Roosevelt, I learned that

even today, more than a hundred years after her birth and thirty years after her death, nobody

is neutral about Eleanor Roosevelt. There are those who mock the person, focus on her teeth

and voice and other cartoon characteristics, long before they reveal how much they despise

her politics, most notably her interest in civil rights and racial justice, or in civil liberties and

world peace.Many judge her naïve because she supported “causes” and was “taken in” by

united-front communists and radicals. Still others believe that she was never “duped” by

radicals but actually supported unitedfront communists and causes, and was for decades a

considerable security risk. John Edgar Hoover kept a running record of Eleanor Roosevelt’s

every word and activity from 1924 (when she supported the United States’ entrance into the

World Court and that “un-American” body the League of Nations) until her death. Indeed, ER’s



vast FBI file is one of the wonders of modern history.The vigor of contempt and rage elicited by

Eleanor Roosevelt continues to frame much of the discourse about women with power, access

to power, or the appearance of power.In many ways Eleanor Roosevelt remains a bellwether

for our belief system. A woman who insists on her right to self-identity, a woman who creates

herself over and over again, a woman of consummate power and courageous vision continues

to challenge our sense of what is acceptable and what is possible. To this day, there is no

agreement as to who Eleanor Roosevelt was, what she represented, or how she lived her life.

Her friends and her detractors have made extravagant claims of goodness and mercy,

foolishness and naïveté. She has acquired sainthood and been consigned to sinner status.

Many of us, especially those of us born daughters in a world that encouraged daughters to sit

along the sidelines of action, are drawn to her because of her vision and her commitment to an

activist’s life. She continues to haunt our memories and inspire our days, because she never

gave up on life; she never stopped learning and changing. She worked to transform our world

in behalf of greater dignity and more security for all people, for women and men in equal

measure.As I contemplated Eleanor Roosevelt’s life, my interest in her grew. Even when her

selection of words, her political decisions, her personal choices caused me to wonder or wince,

or even to cringe, I recognized at every stage of her life a purposeful journey: to become brave,

to communicate and to act upon what she believed. BORN INTO A FAMILY RAVAGED BY

THE DISEASE OF ALCOholism and self-destruction, ER was forever attracted to people who

evoked her father. She believed that we were “born to be used”; and she never minded being

“used” by those who required help, or support, or simply encouragement. If her father

dominated many of the choices she made in her romantic life, she specifically refused to

emulate the lives of her mother and her aunts. Determined to be active rather than idle,

determined to be neither depressed nor long-suffering, ER turned to her great teacher, Marie

Souvestre, who introduced an alternative way of being—assertive, independent, and bold.Over

time, ER mastered her teacher’s special counsel: “Never be bored; and you will never be

boring.” For ER, every day was busy, exciting, full; and she always credited Marie Souvestre for

her essential understanding of her full capacities. ER considered her school years in England

(1899-1902) the “happiest years of my life,” and believed that “whatever I have become since

had its seeds in those three years of contact with a liberal mind and strong personality.” During

the 1920s, ER returned to a community of women who helped restore a sense of ambition that

she had suppressed in the first decade of her marriage.A political woman in a world ruled by

men, Eleanor Roosevelt was frequently embattled. But she always agreed with British activist

Emmeline Pethick-Lawrence, who said: “The only life worth living is a fighting life.” A team

player, surrounded by allies and hard-fighting friends, ER understood that politics was not an

isolated, individualist adventure.For all the cavils, the criticisms, and the jokes, for all her own

limitations, Eleanor Roosevelt was, and is, among the most admired women in United States

history. For the past ten years, the question of whether she merited admiration or censure has

seemed to me far less interesting than the process of re-creating a life that has so very much

to tell us about survival and activity, consciousness and change. AS I CONSIDERED THE

PEOPLE IN ER’S LIFE WHO ENHANCED her endless quest, and accompanied her

remarkable journey, her refusal to be stopped by critics and cartoonists, by enemies and rivals,

her refusal even to allow occasions of betrayal and cruelty to restrain her optimism, I sensed a

great and passionate commitment to life and to loving that many associate with spirituality.For

some, religion and spirituality are about sin and damnation, repression and restriction,

fundamental laws to be accepted without interpretation. For others they are about community

and connectedness. For some, spirituality is love, and above all a sense of responsibility,



enabled by love. Eleanor Roosevelt frequently spoke and wrote about what spirituality meant to

her: She participated in an undefined ethic that embraced the world community. It was not

about fear and damnation, or about specific knowledge or duty. Rather: “In the infinite extent of

the universe it is a direction of the heart.”This is not to imply that Eleanor Roosevelt was more

a mystic than an activist. For almost fifty years, she was a very tough politician entirely at home

in the smoke-filled rooms where deals were made on a daily and nasty basis. Above all, she

was the leading woman politician, actually the women’s “boss” of the Democratic Party.

Although she later denied her share of power and influence, throughout her lifetime she was

honored for her role by the women she most immediately influenced and empowered. One gets

a sense of ER’s political understanding in the timeless advice she offered to women working in

politics in 1936:You cannot take anything personally.You cannot bear grudges.You must finish

the day’s work when the day’s work is done.You cannot get discouraged too easily.You have to

take defeat over and over again, and pick up and go on.Be sure of your facts.Argue the other

side with a friend until you have found the answer to every point which might be brought up

against you.Women who are willing to be leaders must stand out and be shot at. More and

more they are going to do it, and more and more they should do it.Above all, ER insisted:

Every political woman needs “to develop skin as tough as rhinoceros hide!” IN TOMORROW

IS NOW, HER LAST BOOK, PUBLISHED POST-humously in 1963, she wrote that “there is no

more liberating, no more exhilarating experience than to determine one’s position, state it

bravely and then act boldly.” Action creates “its own courage”; and courage, she always

believed, was as contagious as fear.Her commitment to a life of engaged political action

involved the most pressing and controversial issues of the twentieth century: women and

power, race and class, war and peace; issues of justice, economic security, and human rights.

Her views changed slowly over time. She became an antiracist activist, although she began her

public career steeped in the sensibilities of the Old South, filled with distorted and ugly images

of blacks and Jews. The distance she traveled on issues of race, gender, and class, her ability

to stand up for what she believed, involved conscious struggle.The 1920s was a decade of

dramatic transition that shaped the course of all subsequent changes in ER’s life. Politically the

postwar world was realigned; and personally ER’s life was momentarily shattered by her

discovery of her husband’s affair with her own friend and social secretary, Lucy Mercer. Their

marriage endured an agonizing reappraisal that profoundly affected ER’s temperament. She

abandoned timidity, and a matronly caution that had made her seem remote, occasionally

austere. She proceeded to meet new people, make new friends, and open her life to new

adventure.After 1920, she joined the world of postsuffrage feminist activists, notably Esther

Lape and Elizabeth Read, who lived in Greenwich Village. Like Louis Howe—the only friend

she fully shared with FDR—ER’s best friends were public women and men, concerned as she

was with the great events of political life. One of her first intimates, Howe encouraged and

supported ER’s personal and public quests. His counsel and advice, with that of Lape and

Read, enabled her to realize the full range of her political interests and skills. Later, other

friends—like Nancy Cook, Marion Dickerman, and Caroline O’Day—involved her in publishing,

teaching, and business enterprises. Some, like Bernard Baruch, protected her from the

treachery of political sharks and financially supported the social causes that most moved her.

Others, like Earl Miller and Lorena Hickok, were there for her alone, and devoted themselves to

her interests. Bodyguard and squire, Miller protected ER, filled her home with music and

laughter, built her a tennis court, and taught her to dive. Hick was responsible for ER’s decision

to hold affirmative-action press conferences, for women journalists only, and encouraged ER to

write what became one of the most popular syndicated columns in the country, “My Day.”ER’s



friends influenced her politically, as she influenced them: Mary McCleod Bethune, Walter

White, Lillian Smith, and Pauli Murray moved her further along the road in the civil-rights

struggle than she might otherwise have traveled. Her young friends in the leadership of the

antifascist student movement—notably Joseph Cadden, Trude Pratt, and Joseph Lash—

allowed her to consider the dimensions of radical antifascism, and to understand the perils of

communist loyalties with more personal concern than she otherwise could have done. Her own

shift away from a rather crude anti-Semitism and casual race consciousness depended

significantly on her friendships with radical Jewish students, as well as with her contemporary

friends Elinor and Henry Morgenthau, and with Carrie Chapman Catt, who in August 1933

organized a Christian Woman’s Protest Against the Atrocities Suffered by Jews in Hitler’s

Germany. ER’s crusade for freedom during and after the fascist era is a story of perseverance,

and the greatest integrity. SUSTAINED AND EMBOLDENED BY HER INTIMATE FRIENDS

AND the wide-ranging feminist network of activist women and political men who accompanied

her throughout the White House years and beyond, ER became nonconformist and followed

the impulses of her own vision, and the needs of her own heart.As I considered Eleanor

Roosevelt, it was necessary to confront certain stereotypes that have limited our

understanding; to turn the prism, refocus the lens, and widen the scope. A vastly enhanced

picture emerges. She was a dutiful wife, and also a submissive daughter-in-law. She was an

unprepared and unhappy mother, and a daughter devoted to an illusory father. She was also a

woman in struggle, dedicated to modernity. A feminist leader and competitive politician, she

was a woman with power who enjoyed power. She was, in her own words, “an

adventurer”:Learning and living. But they are really the same thing aren’t they? There is no

experience from which you can’t learn something…. And the purpose of life, after all, is to live

it, to taste experience to the utmost, to reach out eagerly and without fear for newer and richer

experience.You can do that only if you have curiosity, an unquenchable spirit of adventure. The

experience can have meaning only if you understand it. You can understand it only if you have

arrived at some knowledge of yourself, a knowledge based on a deliberately and usually

painfully acquired self-discipline, which teaches you to cast out fear and frees you for the fullest

experience of the adventure of life….I honor the human race. When it faces life head-on, it can

almost remake itself….Eleanor Roosevelt wrote those words in January 1960, at the age of

seventy-six. In You Learn by Living, a collection of reflective essays, she intended to explain

her life’s philosophy. She was moved, above all, by “an avid desire” to “experience all I could as

deeply as I could.”Although she was at the center of a movement of feminists and activists

during her own lifetime, Eleanor Roosevelt has only belatedly been reclaimed by contemporary

feminists. When, during the first years of the 1970s, a new feminist awakening sought to

rediscover the contributions of our foremothers, suffragist, philanthropist and lifelong activist

Esther Lape wrote ER’s daughter Anna and several others with dismay: Why do these new

feminists celebrate Jane Addams, Carrie Chapman Catt, Lillian Wald, and fail even to

recognize Eleanor Roosevelt?To Esther Lape, who died in 1982 at the age of one hundred, the

work and vision of an entire feminist community—a circle of intimate friends connected to

Eleanor Roosevelt—seemed to be trivialized and ignored. It was in fact an historical outrage,

born of closed archives, court biography, misogynist interpretation, misinformation. As in the

case of the women of Bloomsbury, ER’s British contemporaries, the work and the words were

in the hands of sons and surrogate sons who rarely sought to address or even recognize the

complex relationships of very complex lives. They tended to praise the fathers, condemn the

mothers, and misunderstand the others. It would be easy to blame the sons and surrogate

sons for the failure of our historical record, but that would be only partly accurate. ER, as much



as Virginia Woolf or Vita Sackville-West, played a role in what we were allowed to

know.Marriages hid romances; romances were discreet and buried in archives; archives were

until recently closed. Although ER kept much of the historical record, the private details of her

life with others and with FDR were entirely obscured in three volumes of memoir and several

autobiographical essays. With certain exceptions, such as FDR’s momentous affair with Lucy

Mercer, ER’s appointed heirs follow her lead: If a subject appeared in her books, it appeared in

theirs.ER’s memoirs were understated, self-deprecating, monuments to discretion and silence.

Written during and immediately after the White House years, they reveal extremely painful

truths about her own childhood, but nothing of her relations with her husband. Her friends, his

friends, the intensity of love and affection that made their lives so complex and extraordinary

are erased. More than that, ER never missed an opportunity to discount her influence, to

minimize her power, and to discredit her work. As a young social investigator and settlement-

house worker before her marriage, she did a bit—but “I feel sure I was a very poor teacher.”

She implied that she was lazy and capricious: “I rather imagine that by spring I was quite ready

to drop all this good work and go up to the country and spend the summer in idleness and

recreation!”And so Eleanor Roosevelt consciously, determinedly, joined that historical tradition

about which Muriel Rukeyser wrote:What would happen if one woman told the truth about her

life?The world would split open.ER herself gave us all the images of homeliness, helplessness,

and inadequacy that have since become the clichés of her life. She created for the future a

picture of rectitude and quietly encountered duty, of constant if not thankless service to her

husband, children, and grandchildren. She told us nothing of her political ambitions or of the

intimate details of her private life. And virtually every book written subsequently caters to her

own presentation. NOW RECENTLY OPENED ARCHIVES, ER’S FBI AND STATE

DEpartment documents, and access to the letters of long-ignored friends give us another set of

facts by which to interpret a woman’s life. More than twenty years after her death, we

discovered that for decades, ER had had a very full private life, well known to her husband, her

mother-in-law, her children, and many of the scores of people who shared her intimate life and

her public work.If her heirs followed her lead and honored her discretionary code, they can

hardly be faulted. But the continual almost hysterical reactions to the intimate life revealed in

her correspondence (a correspondence she carefully preserved for the historical record)

suggests another pattern: Our generation is as prudish as our “Victorian” forebears when faced

with the real lives of historically significant women.For over twenty years, women historians

and literary critics have insisted upon the connection between the personal and the political. In

the words of Virginia Woolf: “The tyrannies and servilities of the one, are the tyrannies and

servilities of the other.” In thinking about the personal and the political in the life of Eleanor

Roosevelt, I have turned frequently to the writings of Virginia Woolf. The two were

contemporaries, and they had much in common. For years their power, the complexities of their

lives, and their feminism were denied to us. Even during national conferences held to celebrate

her centennial year in 1984, the feminist aspects of ER’s life and work were angrily rejected.

Indeed, an “Eleanor Roosevelt Mobile” toured the country stripped of any photographs of her

closest women friends and displayed the banner headline “Eleanor Roosevelt Was an

Antifeminist.”Without her essential vision, the forcefulness of her political activism, and the

details of her intimate life, Eleanor Roosevelt has been lost in an historical lie. Above all we

have been denied access to that core subject so intriguing to students of life, that place where

sex and power converge.The issue of sex and power is assumed to be central to the lives of

great men. When looking at the lives of great women, we continue to divide the world into

saints and sinners, and we make assumptions based on race and class, even looks. White,



Protestant, aristocratic, and “unattractive” women are not supposed to flourish in the political

arena, and are not presumed to have sex or independently passionate interests. Regarding

these women, all questions concerning that wondrous crossroads of sex and power have been

traditionally disallowed.We have tended to constrict the range of historical inquiry about

women, failing even to ask life’s most elemental questions. We have been encouraged to

disregard the essential mysteries of a woman’s life: What is energy and where does it come

from? How do we channel energy—to write, to organize, to love? How do we acquire courage,

develop vision, sustain power, create style? What is the connection between chronic

undiagnosed illness, depression, suicide, and the refusal to acknowledge the fullness of a

woman’s capacities, her right to love and to lead?Until recently, historians and literary analysts

have preferred to see our great women writers and activists as asexual spinsters, odd

gentlewomen who sublimated their lust in their various good works. But as we consider their

true natures, we see that it was frequently their ability to express love and passion—and to

surround themselves with likeminded women and men who offered support, strength, and

emotional armor—that enabled them to achieve all that they did achieve. The fact is that our

culture has sought to deny the truths and complexities about women’s passion because it is

one of the great keys to women’s power.Born in 1884, ER reached adulthood long after Queen

Victoria was dead. Nevertheless, all explanations of her life have continued to assure us that

she was limited by her Victorian upbringing, confined to her Victorian sensibilities. Even in

1984, a contemporary historian assured us that ER “was imprisoned in the cage of her

culture.”To “encage” Eleanor Roosevelt seems to me a remarkably limited reading of a

woman’s life. It is not simply the language one revolts against; it is the failure to consider a

woman’s wants and needs, including her range of choice and freedom to have, or not to have,

sex; it is the failure to consider the nature of passion, lust, and love in a woman’s life.The “true”

Victorian woman was assumed to be virtuous, compliant, passive, dependent, and childlike.

She was meant to have neither influence nor authority. For her, pursuing a college education

was as dangerous as riding a bicycle, or a horse astride. Our culture’s seemingly endless

devotion to the Victorian woman is actually more about mindlessness than about sexlessness.

The Victorian woman was, above all, deprived of the capacity for free thought and

independence. A simple and compliant figure, she ran from ambition and refused the trappings

of power.Now nothing shatters the myth of the angel in the house, the fragrant spirit in the

garden, so fundamentally as the appearance of the independently passionate woman, who

chooses her mate, her partner, her lover, for reasons of her own, and according to the needs

and wants of her own chemistry. The myths of Victorian prudery and purity have been history’s

most dependable means of social control. Class-bound and gender-related, obscured by

privets and closets and vanishing documents, establishment lust has followed the dictates of

establishment culture: traditionally for men only.Eleanor Roosevelt has been a persistent victim

of this effort at social control. Portrayed as a Victorian wife and mother, she has been rendered

a saint without desire, an aristocratic lady without erotic imagination. We have even been told

that she birthed six children because she knew nothing about the “facts” of life. But then we

learn that she was a lifelong member of the Birth Control League. We have been told, over and

over again, based exclusively on her daughter’s casual observation, that ER considered “sex

an ordeal to be borne.” Beyond the fact that such a remark raises the question of FDR as a

lazy and selfish lover, ER maintained a dedicated optimism concerning love: She encouraged

the romances of her young friends and children, supported their divorces, provided safe

havens for trysts and liaisons, and expressed relief when they stepped out of painful marriages

and into new relationships. Not unlike her own mother-in-law, but with a vastly different



emphasis, Eleanor Roosevelt could be quite meddlesome.After a period of intense self-

discovery, during World War I, ER forged for herself new and intimate friendships with two

lesbian couples, Esther Lape and Elizabeth Read, and Nancy Cook and Marion Dickerman.

Later her relationships with Earl Miller and Lorena Hickok were erotic and romantic, daring and

tumultuous, though so many letters have been lost or destroyed that the full dimensions of her

love will remain to some degree a mystery of interpretation. Most grievously, all of Earl Miller’s

long, daily letters, written from 1928 until ER’s death in 1962, have disappeared without a

trace.How, then, do we assess ER’s intimate life? We might begin by acknowledging that the

disappearance of so many documents was not an accident, but rather a calculated denial of

ER’s passionate friendships. In the case of her demonstrated ardor for Lorena Hickok, the

denials have been high-strung and voluble; and ER’s romantic love for her younger friend Earl

Miller, which began when she was forty-five and he thirty-two, has been dismissed almost

without hesitation.And yet it is now clear that ER lived a life dedicated to passion and

experience. After 1920 many of her closest friends were lesbian women. She honored their

relationships, and their privacy. She protected their secrets and kept her own. Women who love

women, and women who love younger men have understood for generations that it was

necessary to hide their love, lest they be the target of slander and cruelty. For over a century,

scandal and love have seemed so entwined that it has been merely polite to love in private.

The romance of the closet, and the perspective of the fortress, became necessary barricades

against bigotry and pain.In the closet, romance between women developed its own

ceremonies: coded words and costumes, pinky rings and pearls, lavender and violets. The

closet allowed one to avoid embarrassed smiles, discomfort, a friend’s disdain, a parent’s

shock, a child’s confusion. For some the closet was lonely and disabling. For others it was

entirely satisfying and intensely romantic—its very secrecy lent additional sparkle to the game

of hearts. The romance of the closet had a life of its own.Public women of Eleanor Roosevelt’s

generation, long protective of their private lives, see nothing particularly valuable about our

insistence, today, on greater openness. I was told quite frankly during one interview: “I have

been in the closet for sixty years; why the hell should I come out for you?” During another

interview, a veteran British journalist exploded: “Listen, you young reporters are wrecking

everything. We had much more fun before it all started coming out.” Both women believed that

hateful stereotypes followed in the wake of trivializing labels. Ultimately, they argued, the public

woman, no matter how talented or independent, could not be free outside the closet, and the

potential for scandal threatened work, publication, and influence.Over the years, in Greenwich

Village and at Val-Kill, Eleanor Roosevelt created homes of her own, with members of her

chosen family, private, distinct, separate from her husband and children. Even as First Lady,

ER established a hiding house in a brownstone walk-up that she rented from Esther Lape in

Greenwich Village, at 20 East 11th Street. Away from the glare of reporters and photographers,

she stepped outside and moved beyond the exclusive circle of her heritage to find comfort,

privacy, and satisfaction. In conventional terms, ER lived an outrageous life.She never

considered her friends or her friendships secret or shameful. Her family and her friends lived in

one extended community. For decades, there was Eleanor’s court and Franklin’s court, which

included Missy LeHand, his live-in secretary and companion. After ER’s death, her friends

might deny one another, in private or in print. But during her lifetime, they had to deal with one

another. They sat across from one another at Christmas and Thanksgiving. They were invited

to the same parties, and the same picnics.Although ER never wrote a word for publication

about the stirrings of her heart, she purposefully saved her entire correspondence with both

Lorena Hickok and Esther Lape. After her death, Hickok and Lape sat around the open fire at



Lape’s Connecticut estate and spent hours burning letter after letter. To date, no

correspondence between Esther Lape and her lifetime companion, Elizabeth Read, has been

found. Although Lape had agreed to be interviewed by an archivist for ER’s oral-history project,

she changed her mind and sealed her interview. After Hick’s death, her sister burned another

packet of letters found in her home. What is left is sufficient to detail a thirty-year friendship

marked by the most intense ardor for at least six years, but what has been lost is

immeasurable: not only the Lape letters, but ER’s correspondence with Earl Miller and Nancy

Cook; the letters between Nancy Cook and Marion Dickerman; and all of Caroline O’Day’s

correspondence, covering a lifetime of activism and three terms as member of Congress at

large.With the documentary record in tatters, we cannot be certain about what ER felt or

believed on subjects about which she remained forever elusive. We can only conclude, with

Virginia Woolf: “When a subject is highly controversial—and any question about sex is that—

one cannot hope to tell the truth. One can only show how one came to hold whatever opinion

one does hold.”Eleanor Roosevelt never lived a sheltered or protected life. The “Victorian” world

of her father, and subsequently her young uncles and aunts, involved alcoholism, adultery,

child molestation, rape, abandonment. ER grew up with scandal, understood its nuances, and

hated it. For years she lived according to a code of her own design created to avoid the kind of

suffering she knew as a child. But by 1918 she understood that there was no code on earth

that could protect her or her family against scandal and pain. So she opted for self-fulfillment

and meaningful work. She pursued the course of her convictions, and determinedly ignored all

the attacks made against her.In February 1942, when her public activities as one of the most

outspoken women in American public life, and her friendship and support for young radicals

and Jews, were much in the headlines, ER wrote to novelist Fannie Hurst: “I am indifferent to

attacks on me, but I hate to see other people hurt. However I intend to go on fighting for the

things in which I believe, and will undoubtedly furnish plenty of ammunition for attacks.”ER

confronted every issue that traditionally served to diminish a woman’s life. She never

succumbed to malaise or chronic illness; she triumphed over anorexia; and she consciously

rejected suicide. She could be cold, passive-aggressive, and impatient. Never permitted to cry

in public as a child, she scolded her children and grandchildren when they seemed to her

emotionally self-indulgent. She once became very annoyed at a child who seemed to be crying

all over the White House halls, and insisted he find a bathtub to sit in until he was through.

When her own emotions were riven, she went off by herself and spent hours walking or sitting

in a park. She was rarely direct or confrontational. If she ever shouted in anger or hurt, there is

no record of it. For many years, however, she was accompanied wherever she went by dogs

trained by Earl Miller to protect his “Lady.” They snarled and barked; growled and jumped;

tugged and nipped; finally, they bit people with such ferocity they had to be sent away.ER did

on several occasions take to her bed in anguish and depression. But the migraines that had

plagued her adolescence and the first decade of her marriage subsided as the life she

carefully knit together began to serve her: one life, one weave, dedicated to experience,

adventure, and power.But it was not power over others that she sought. Her experiences as a

woman caused her to appreciate the elements of empowerment, of shared power in

partnership with others. Her lifelong capacity to identify with individuals and groups in need,

mistreated, misunderstood, or despised had its origins in her own struggle.Eleanor Roosevelt

was a woman of principle who understood the vagaries of politics and competition. And she

always advised her friends: “If you have to compromise, be sure to compromise up!” She

personally carried her commitment to liberty, individual freedom, equal rights, civil rights, and

human dignity into tiny villages and hamlets as well as into the citadels of government



authority.During the first White House years, she struggled to create a New Deal for women as

well as for men, and was among the first to see race relations as the primary issue America

would have to confront if it were to move into its future as a united, liberal, and progressive

nation. Long before her husband and most of his advisers, she publicly connected white

supremacy in the United States with white supremacy in Hitler’s Europe. To fathom North

America’s failure to respond to the Holocaust, it is necessary to reconsider Eleanor Roosevelt’s

early and lonely public opposition to racism in the United States, as well as her own crusade

against fascism in Spain and in support of Jewish refugees from Europe—which is discussed

in Volume Two of this biography.After the White House years, Eleanor Roosevelt devoted her

life to the achievement of human rights worldwide. The United Nations’ Declaration of Human

Rights promised dignity, political influence, and economic security to all the people of this

planet. It was adopted on 10 December 1948 largely as a result of the vision, stamina, and

personal diplomacy of ER, then the United States’ representative to the United Nations.For

Eleanor Roosevelt, a sense of urgency for a Declaration of Human Rights was created by the

Holocaust, by the victims beyond tally of that Social Darwinist category Hitler introduced into

the mainstream of world politics: “Lives that are not worth living.” Eleanor Roosevelt was

among the first civilian witnesses to speak with Holocaust survivors, to tour concentration

camps, to consider the needs of the future as mandated by that historical moment. And she

wondered: “When will our consciences grow so tender that we will act to prevent human misery

rather than avenge it?” In an article for The Annals of the American Academy, she wrote that

history “clearly shows that we arrive at catastrophe by failing to meet situations—by failing to

act where we should act…. [The] opportunity passes and the next situation always is more

difficult than the last one.”ER touched the imagination of people everywhere, because she

included in her vision people of all economic and social classes. The magnetism of her

profound sincerity caused people to believe, with her, that there was hope for a more generous

future. There was really nothing radical about her views, or her efforts. But it is amazing how

radical simple decency has been made to seem.Just as slavery mocked for so many years the

Declaration of Independence, so did racism and the coils of the Cold War mock the Declaration

of Human Rights. During Dwight D. Eisenhower’s administration, all efforts in behalf of

international peace and human rights, especially economic and social rights, were condemned

as suspicious, if not overtly communistic. President Eisenhower, who privately opposed the

excesses of Senator Joseph McCarthy, publicly mocked ER and noted in 1954 that opposition

to the U.N.’s human-rights agreement was an effort “to save the U.S. from Eleanor

Roosevelt.”When ER was removed from her official tour of duty at the U.N., she walked across

First Avenue and offered her time and energy to the American Association for the United

Nations. From 1953 to 1962, she traveled around this country and around the world with her

message of peace and human dignity. ER understood that it would take as much energy and

vision, as much money and dedication, to win a war for the intrusion of morality and decency

into the international arena as it would to win any other war.In 1958, she wrote:Where, after all,

do universal human rights begin? In small places, close to home—so close and so small they

cannot be seen on any maps of the world. Yet they are the world of the individual persons; the

neighborhood …; the school or college …; the factory, farm or office…. Such are the places

where every man, woman and child seeks equal justice, equal opportunity, equal dignity

without discrimination. Unless these rights have meaning there, they have little meaning

anywhere. Without concerned citizen action to uphold them close to home, we shall look in

vain for progress in the larger world.After FDR’s death on 12 April 1945, ER contemplated a

return to “private” life. But she was urgently moved by the great unfinished agenda that faced



the postwar world. After a lifetime of struggle to find her own role, she was fearless and

unencumbered. Although she refused to run for political office, maintaining that women were

still insufficiently organized, she agreed to serve on the United States’ first delegation to the

United Nations General Assembly. She called her memoir of the postpresidential years On My

Own, and as she embarked for London told reporters: “For the first time in my life I can say just

what I want. For your information it is wonderful to feel free.”For the rest of her days, she

traveled the world in order to bear witness, to write, and to speak out: “One must never turn

one’s back on life. There is so much to do, so many engrossing challenges, so many

heartbreaking and pressing needs.”Esther Lape, Lorena Hickok, and Earl Miller remained

constant and steady companions. A most surprising assortment of friends, including Bernard

Baruch, proposed marriage. But ER’s life was increasingly dedicated to world politics, and her

younger friends, Trude and Joseph Lash, Adlai Stevenson, and her last great friend, physician,

and traveling companion, David Gurewitsch. She remained the subject of occasional criticism,

and continued to attract controversy. While Secretary of State John Foster Dulles called her

“more subversive and dangerous than Moscow,” her own vigorous anticommunist activities

astounded many. She agreed to do TV commercials for money, and her friends and enemies

were finally united in disapproval. ER noted the difference: Her friends were sad that she had

besmirched her reputation; her enemies were glad that she had besmirched her reputation.

She taught at Brandeis University, hosted a monthly television program on the “prospects of

mankind,” and chaired John F. Kennedy’s Presidential Commission on the Status of Women,

which heralded the contemporary feminist movement; and she campaigned for world

development.Long before most of America’s leadership appreciated the changing needs of this

planet, ER did. She opposed the growing reliance on armaments and military solutions, and

during the last weeks of her life wrote a column anticipating what remains today the primary

challenge of our time:It has always seemed to me that we never present our case to the

smaller nations in either a persuasive or interesting way. I think most people will acknowledge

…that we have given far more military aid to these nations than economic aid. It is not very

pleasant to palm off this military equipment on people who really are not looking for it….In view

of this, why don’t we offer them something they really want? For one thing, most of them would

like food. Many of them …know that wider training of their people is essential …and hence a

primary need is aid to their education system….Until her death on 7 November 1962, ER was

committed to a liberal vision. In Tomorrow Is Now she looked to the future with pragmatic

optimism. But for the future to be “more rewarding,” she concluded, the United States needed

to resurrect with conviction and daring the good American word “liberal,” “which derives from

the word free…. We must cherish and honor the word free or it will cease to apply to us.”

ELEANOR ROOSEVELT’S PERSONAL AND POLITICAL JOURNEY reflects the full range of

the complex tides of the twentieth century. She addressed the most controversial issues of

state, none of which have become any less pressing. She made the noblest values seem

globally achievable, and she believed particularly in the power of people, community by

community, and in the power of ideas to transform society. She wrote that social change

required that ideas be faced with imagination, integrity, and courage. That was how she lived

her life.1. Ancestry and HeritageTHE FIRST WORDS OF ELEANOR ROOSEVELT’S

MEMOIRS are: “My mother was one of the most beautiful women I have ever seen.” That

declaration represented an unending reproach and longing that defined the terms of her

unfinished relationship with her mother, Anna Livingston Ludlow Hall, who died at twenty-nine,

when Eleanor was only eight.Anna Hall considered manners more important than feelings, and

beauty most important of all. From the beginning, she made Eleanor feel homely and unloved,



always outside the closed circle that embraced her two younger brothers. Anna mocked her

daughter’s appearance and chided her manner, calling her “Granny” because she was so

serious, even at the age of two. Before company Eleanor was embarrassed to hear her mother

explain that she was “a shy and solemn child.” And, ER wrote, “I never smiled.” From her

earliest days her mother seemed to consider her doomed to social failure. And for her mother,

social success was everything.Anna was proud of her family lineage. Her maternal

grandmother was Elizabeth Livingston Ludlow, a granddaughter of Chancellor Robert R.

Livingston. ER remembered the matriarch vividly. Domineering and imperious, she walked with

a long cane, which she banged and pointed insistently, and she always got her way. She and

her relatives, the Clarksons and DePeysters, had ruled the Hudson River Valley since the

seventeenth century.New York’s first Robert Livingston had sailed from Scotland in 1673, allied

himself with French and Indian traders, married a Schuyler, befriended a provincial governor,

and was sufficiently diplomatic to be ceded a land grant in 1686 that established him as the

first lord of the manor of Livingston, 163,000 acres spanning Dutchess and Columbia counties.

His grandson Philip Livingston was a signer of the Declaration of Independence. His great-

grandson Robert Livingston, as chancellor of New York, presided over the inauguration of

President George Washington in 1789.Philanthropic and public-spirited, the Livingstons were

also leaders of that small circle that became Knickerbocker Society. In fact, the first known

effort to list America’s nascent social aristocracy was made by Sara Van Brugh Livingston, who

married John Jay, later to become the United States Supreme Court’s first chief justice. Her

dinner and supper lists, compiled beginning in 1787, were largely limited to her cousins—

Alsops, Cadwaladers, DePeysters, Van Rensselaers, Van Hornes, and always other Livingstons

—who continued to marry one another generation after generation, but her lists did also

include over a dozen physicians and clerics. Subsequent enumerations, made by more

narrowminded folk, tended to eliminate such self-created gentry.Shortly after the Civil War,

when the new wealth of the industrial revolution provided too many aspirants to the upper

reaches of society and confused the standards for entry, a Southern fop named Ward

McAllister decided to codify America’s aristocracy once and for all. He made distinctions

between “Nobs” (old families), “Swells” (acceptable new families), and

“Parvenus” (unacceptable new families). In 1872, he organized the first of Ward McAllister’s

“Patriarch” balls. Twenty-five illustrious Knickerbockers were chosen to sponsor this annual

charity ball, and each Patriarch was asked to invite four ladies and five gentlemen of similar

Patriarchal status. The Knickerbocker Society thereby numbered 250. But Ward McAllister’s

chief sponsor, his “Mystic Rose,” was Mrs. William Astor—Caroline Webster Schermerhorn

Astor—whose ballroom comfortably contained four hundred people. So it was that “The 400,”

as they were forevermore known, came to be assembled by Ward “Make-a-lister.” The names

of Mr. and Mrs. Valentine G. Hall, as well as their eldest daughter, Miss Anna Hall, are found on

one of the first “400” lists ever published. Later, however, Anna Hall Roosevelt and several of

her cousins and friends decided that the Patriarchs, and even Mrs. Astor, had become too

democratic, and held a series of Monday and Tuesday dinner dances at Sherry’s, then

society’s most fashionable restaurant and supper club, as well as a variety of alternative

cotillions and assemblies, whose even more restricted guest lists better fitted their idea of

society.ER scorned the unregenerate elitism of her mother’s family. But she failed to recognize

that her father shared virtually all of their social inclinations. As ER reflected on her heritage

during the last years of her life, she wrote:My father, Elliott Roosevelt, charming, good-looking,

loved by all who came in contact with him, had a background and upbringing which were alien

to my mother’s pattern…. I doubt that the background of their respective lives could have been



more different. His family was not so much concerned with Society (spelled with a big S) as

with people, and these people included the newsboys from the streets of New York and the

cripples whom Dr. Schaefer, one of the most noted early orthopedic surgeons, was trying to

cure.ER romanticized her father, remembering herself as “perfectly happy” whenever she was

with him. She saw him as the very opposite of her mother. The fact is that when Anna Rebecca

Hall married Elliott Roosevelt, he was both an eligible and ardent member of her society.Anna

was seventeen when her father, Valentine Hall, died in 1880. A dour, hypochondriachal country

squire who boasted Irish roots and a phenomenal fortune, he was a religious zealot whose

primary interests were satisfied by his own live-in theologian. Unlike many of his Knickerbocker

colleagues, he never worked to increase the family fortune, considering his father’s commercial

success sufficient. After all, he was a partner (and the husband of his partner’s daughter) in the

firm of Tonnele and Hall, which had “unlimited credit” throughout the world and large real-

estate holdings in one of the most booming and valuable neighborhoods in New York City,

Sixth Avenue from 14th to 18th street.Valentine Hall’s wife and six children lived in dread of his

rages, in thrall to his power, in service to his whims. Oak Terrace, the spacious family home

overlooking the Hudson River, five miles north of the village of Tivoli, was a joyless place

despite its virgin woods, its tennis courts, its exuberant plantings, its well-trained horses, and

its extensive library. It was remembered as a solemn place, devoted to prayer and

consternation. There were so many sins, and so many sinners to worry about. In this space

laughter was scorned and frivolity despised. The Hall town house at 11 West 37th Street in

Manhattan was also dreary, though it did occasionally host some of society’s more glamorous

entertainments. When the family was at home alone, however, its dark narrow rooms were

filled with silence and each meal was a somber event.However pious, Valentine Hall was not a

recluse. He was an active member of society, and conscious of its requirements. Though he

would not permit his wife to handle money or to shop in public, he ordered a lavish array of

clothes and accessories sent to the house so that she and their daughters would have the

opportunity to make appropriate selections. Mrs. Hall and the older girls were always stylishly

attired in the best and most expensive fashions. Appearances for women eclipsed education,

and the girls were tutored—in religion, music, and a hint of usable literature and language.

They were above all taught to dance, and to walk correctly. The two oldest sisters, Anna and

Elizabeth (known as Tissie), were known for their regal bearing, achieved by grueling hours of

back-straightening hikes up and down the River Road with sticks across their shoulders, held

by the crooks of their elbows.When Valentine Hall died suddenly at the age of forty-six, an iron

and forbidding hand was removed. Mary Livingston Ludlow Hall, who was a decade younger

than her husband and had always been treated as one of the children, did not know the first

thing about accounts, household management, or how to raise a family. Seventeen-year-old

Anna, who seemed to share her father’s religious principles, as well as his sense of propriety

and discipline, tried for a time to maintain a semblance of order. But her siblings were wild and

unruly, very young and very needy. Her young brothers, Valentine and Edward, twelve and

nine, were uncontrollable; Edith (known as Pussie) was seven, and little Maude was only three.

Anna’s efforts at control were exhausting and futile. It was not at all the sort of life a belle was

meant to lead.After a year of that ordeal, she was pleased to meet the dashing, well-traveled, if

somewhat eccentric Elliott Roosevelt. “I am just pining for excitement,” Anna wrote Elliott. They

announced their engagement in June 1883 at Algonac, the Delano home, at a party given by

Laura Delano, Sara Delano Roosevelt’s younger sister and one of Anna Hall’s best friends.

THERE HAD ALWAYS BEEN SOME COMPETITION BETWEEN THE Oyster Bay branch of

the Roosevelt family, from which Elliott Roosevelt descended, and the Hyde Park/



Poughkeepsie branch, to which Sara Delano Roosevelt belonged by marriage. But all

Roosevelts shared a common ancestor. Claes Martenszen van Rosenvelt (Nicholas son of

Martin of the Rose Field) and his wife, Jannetje Samuels Thomas, landed in New Amsterdam

during the 1640s. For generations the Roosevelts prospered, lived comfortably, gave to charity,

married one another or their closest neighbors, and continued to broaden their financial base,

if not their geographical horizon. For over a century, in fact, the Roosevelts all seemed to live,

work, court, and build new homes within the confines of the neighborhood between South

Street and the family business center on Maiden Lane in downtown New York.Merchants and

patriots, the Roosevelts served the revolutionary cause with distinction. As time passed, they

built increasingly large homes, moved uptown, diversified their interests (from sugar-refining to

hardware to plate glass to real estate and banking), and served as city aldermen and in the

State Assembly and Senate.Isaac Roosevelt, born in 1726, was known as the first American

Roosevelt because he was the first to conduct his business in English and, later, because he

supported George Washington, as Isaac the Patriot. He helped to found the New York

Chamber of Commerce, became president of the Bank of New York, the second bank

chartered in America, and built the first large-scale sugar-refinery in Manhattan, importing his

raw sugar from the West Indies.By 1800, there were over fifty Roosevelt families. Some

endowed hospitals, others simply amassed ever-larger fortunes. All worked hard and lived well.

James, only son of Isaac, purchased a four-hundred-acre farm in what was then the country:

the property ranged from Fifth Avenue to the East River, from 110th Street to 125th Street.

Wanting to become a gentleman farmer, he built stables and bred horses, cut much of the

timberlands and cleared the land. But the soil was too rocky for profitable farming, and in 1819

he sold the land for $25,000 and moved north, to Poughkeepsie, becoming the first Roosevelt

to leave New York City’s merchant arena for the life of a country squire. One of James’s many

sons (he had three wives) was named Isaac, after his grandfather; he graduated from

Princeton and Columbia’s College of Physicians and Surgeons. But Isaac abandoned medicine

to tend and extend the family estate. Eventually he married Mary Rebecca Aspinwall, the

eighteen-year-old niece of his second stepmother, Harriet Howland Roosevelt. A year later, in

1828, their son, James, was born. This James Roosevelt became Sara Delano’s husband—

and Franklin Delano Roosevelt’s father.While Isaac the Patriot’s Dutchess County descendants

were cultivating their gardens, their New York City merchant cousins were buying land on Long

Island and becoming known as the Hempstead and Oyster Bay Roosevelts. The Oyster Bay

Roosevelts traced their lineage not to Isaac but to Cornelius Van Schaack Roosevelt and

Margaret Barnhill, a Philadelphia Quaker.Cornelius Van Schaack (CVS) Roosevelt achieved a

virtual monopoly of the plate-glass importing business and bought real estate all over New

York City. In addition, CVS became a director of the new Chemical Bank, and was eventually

named one of the five richest men in New York. During the 1830s, CVS moved his family north

to 14th Street (to what is now Union Square), and built a suitable summer residence in Oyster

Bay, on Long Island Sound. His five sons (a sixth died in childhood) all had distinguished

careers, in law, banking, diplomacy, and politics. Theodore Roosevelt, CVS’s youngest son and

father of the future president, was born in 1831. Like his brothers, Theodore was a

businessman, reformer, and politician. He managed the family’s plateglass business until the

firm moved entirely into finance.Known as Greatheart, Eleanor Roosevelt’s grandfather

Theodore was the first humanitarian in the family. Disturbed by the increasing number of poor

and homeless, Theodore Roosevelt, Sr., was a pioneer in the creation of New York’s charities.

He helped found the Children’s Aid Society and organized a Newsboys’ Lodging House. He

supported efforts to train and find work for blind people. He became vice-president of the State



Charities Aid Association and joined the board of United Charities. Inspired by his eldest

daughter’s need for medical care and physical therapy, he founded the Orthopedic Hospital. He

also helped to found the Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals, sponsored Miss

Slattery’s Night School for Little Italians, and helped to create the Metropolitan Museum of Art

and the Museum of Natural History. He gave generously of his time as well as his money.

Theodore Roosevelt spent every Sunday evening with the newsboys of New York City, every

Monday evening visiting families in distress, and frequently visited the Orthopedic Hospital.

Over time, he encouraged his children—Anna (Bamie), Theodore, Jr., Elliott, and Corinne

(nicknamed Pussie—like Anna Hall’s sister Edith—and later known as Conie)—to do the

same.He was also one of the most dashing men in New York society. He loved to dance and to

party. Above all, he loved to careen through Central Park driving a four-in-hand at reckless

speeds.In 1853, Theodore Roosevelt, Sr.—though an abolitionist like his brothers—became

the first Roosevelt to marry into a slave-owning Southern family. Martha (“Mittie”) Bulloch grew

up—with fourteen brothers, sisters, stepbrothers and stepsisters, and half-brothers and half-

sisters—in Cobb County, Georgia, on former Cherokee lands made famous when gold was

found there in 1830. The Cherokee Indians, who had already converted to Christianity and

lived peacefully alongside their European neighbors, were forcibly removed and embarked on

“the trail of tears”—a long westward march during which thousands died. Nine years later the

town of Roswell was created by Mittie’s parents and several other prominent Savannah

families, on a hilltop along the Chattahoochee River. Bulloch Hall was not magnificent by local

standards—but it was congenial, with four Doric columns supporting a splendid veranda that

overlooked Virginia cedars and magnolias, giant oaks and mimosa. Behind this grand façade,

family passions and intrigues were played out with increasing, if relative, poverty.When Mittie

married Theodore Roosevelt, her widowed mother (Martha Stewart Elliott Bulloch) and her

sister Anna (Annie) moved with her from Georgia to the dark New York town house on East

20th Street to which her marriage brought her. She was eighteen—beautiful, passionate, and

deeply in love—but she missed her pastoral Georgia home. When she had children, she filled

their heads with images and tales of her Southern childhood—wild and romantic stories of love

and loss, tales of high adventure on the turbulent seas, and blood-curdling stories of nighttime

horror in the cruel and smoky swamps. Duels were fought; ships were wrecked; slaves were

torn apart by wild cougars.The violence and brutality of slavery had always been a part of

Mittie’s life. At Bulloch Hall there were nineteen slaves, including a butler and a coachman, a

head housekeeper and a cook, as well as a personal nurse and a “little black shadow” for each

child. The child consigned to Mittie slept on a straw mat on the floor of her bedroom, was at her

side at all times, available to run errands—and presumably to play. But play among children

under slavery was a dangerous thing. Mittie’s brother Daniel Stewart Elliott was sent away to

Europe for a year after he killed his “little black shadow” in a temper.*The Civil War was a time

of divided passions in Theodore Roosevelt’s family. His wife was a Southern patriot, as were

his wife’s mother and sister, who had joined Mittie in New York City only reluctantly, and for

reasons of economic need (Mrs. Bulloch had to sell four slaves to pay for her daughter’s lavish

wedding). Though their politics differed, Theodore welcomed his wife’s relatives, who were

warm, devoted, cheerful, and actually much needed in the Roosevelt household, especially

after the birth of their first child, Anna (known as Bamie, and later as Bye) on 18 January 1855.

The intensive care the fragile baby required became the primary responsibility of Theodore

and his mother-in-law, since nineteen-year-old Mittie spent months in bed depressed after her

daughter’s birth.Although Grandmother Bulloch longed to return to Georgia, she was “unwilling

to leave” her increasingly dependent daughter, and granddaughter Bamie, whose early efforts



to walk revealed that she had Pott’s disease, a form of bone tuberculosis that resulted in

curvature of the spine and was at that time treated with a heavy steel brace. On 27 October

1858, another baby, Theodore, Jr., was born; then on 28 February 1860, Elliott was born; and

Corinne arrived in September 1861, while the Civil War raged. With four needy toddlers and

Mittie’s heart torn apart, the Civil War was devastating for the Roosevelts of East 20th

Street.Grandmother Bulloch cried for three days when Port Royal fell in November 1861. She

announced that she would rather die than live under a triumphant Yankee government. In

October 1864, at the age of sixty-five, Martha Bulloch died after she learned that two of her

sons had been killed before Richmond fell, and before she could learn that her beloved

Roswell had been spared during Sherman’s sweep through Georgia.It was rumored that Mittie

hung a Confederate flag out the window every time the South won a victory, and everybody

knew that she and her family sent packages of contraband supplies (woolens, cosmetics, food)

through the Yankee blockade via the Bahamas to relatives and friends in Georgia. Two of

Mittie’s brothers, James and Irvine Bulloch, were great Southern heroes. Captain James

Bulloch was sent on a secret mission to England, where he designed and helped build the

famous Alabama raider on which Irvine served with distinction until it was torpedoed.While the

Bulloch brothers fought for the Confederacy, Theodore Roosevelt—like Anna Hall’s father,

Valentine—hired a substitute to take his place in the Union army, for $300, which at the time

satisfied the draft law. But there was no way of buying exemption from the effects of the war on

his family. The right of the rich to hire the poor to do their fighting and dying during the Civil

War led to the New York City draft riots of 1863; it also influenced Theodore’s son’s life.

Subsequently shamed by his father’s failure to fight, TR became fanatical about the need for

heroic military adventure.By the end of the war, the Roosevelt household was in shambles.

Mittie spent weeks in bed with unknown maladies marked by palpitations and heart pain.

Young Theodore was haunted by nightmares and monsters, headaches and stomach upsets,

and on occasion, an acute case of asthma, which completely incapacitated him. America’s

most robust president was, for many years, a maladjusted and miserable little boy. Undersized

and underweight, he relied on his younger brother, Elliott, for physical protection. But Elliott too

suffered from an undiagnosed disorder and fainting spells, which some of his relatives

subsequently called epilepsy. Like Theodore, Corinne also had chronic but less severe

asthma.Of the children, only Bamie, Theodore, Sr.’s favorite, was free of self-induced or

psychosomatic ailments. Young as she was, Bamie emerged in this period as the responsible

mother-surrogate she would remain throughout her life, to the great good fortune of her

siblings and her mother—who with the years had become more and more eccentric. Always

forgetful and late, Mittie was now fanatic about cleanliness, and would only wear white. Not

only dirt but color disturbed her. She took several baths a day, each requiring two full tubs of

water—one to wash and one to rinse. Years later, Bamie recalled that her mother never went to

town in the summer without “veils and dust coat, and …brown paper cuffs so that not a single

speck of dust or smudge could touch her.”However odd Mittie was, she did become more

functional after the death of her mother. When the Civil War ended, she redecorated and

refurnished East 20th Street, became a leading society hostess, and assumed responsibility

for her children’s education, hiring new tutors for them, and taking them on a series of tours to

Europe to free the spirits and enlarge the mind. In 1870 she sent Bamie off to Les Ruches,

Europe’s most prestigious school for aristocratic girls, located in a great park near

Fontainebleau. Les Ruches’s headmistress, the learned and powerful Marie Souvestre, was to

figure prominently in the lives and education of several young Roosevelt women, including

Eleanor.The family’s first grand tour, of 1869–70, functioned not only as a remarkable journey



in behalf of language and culture but as a family reunion with the Bullochs, who had been

denied amnesty and remained in exile in Liverpool after the Civil War.This tour of the continent

also revealed some startling attitudes about people and society that no survey of Theodore

Roosevelt, Sr.’s charitable activities could possibly have suggested. In his Diaries of Boyhood

and Youth, Theodore Roosevelt, Jr., noted on 14 December 1869, for example, that they

climbed hills and visited castles. During a scenic lunch, “beggars came round.” Father “hired

one to keep off the rest,” and then the family had “fun” when they tossed cakes to a crowd of

beggar “boys, girls, and women.”We tossed the cakes to them and I fed them like chickens with

small pieces of cake and like chickens they ate it. Mr. Stevens kept guard with a whip with

which he pretended to whip a small boy. We made them open their mouths and tossed cake

into it. For a “Coup de Grace” we threw a lot of them in a place and a writhing heap of human

beings. We drove on very soon in the moonlight. It was beautiful…. We made the crowds that

we gave cakes to give three cheers for the U.S.A. before we gave them cake….A week later, on

4 January 1870, the Roosevelts went from Vesuvius to the baths of Nero, to the temples of

Diana, Mercury, and Venus—where “Father tossed pennies” to the beggar children, and when

a boy transgressed a rule made by Papa, “he whipped him till he cried and then gave him a

sou.”After the family returned to the United States, Mittie for the first time took personal charge

of her older son’s effort to improve his physical capacities. Young Theodore was humiliated by

his undersized and scrawny body, and was determined to best his younger brother. For months

Mittie accompanied her sons to a gymnasium, where they lifted weights, heaved themselves

over and under and around parallel bars, and pummeled punching bags and each other.

Eventually she had a gymnasium fully outfitted on the back porch of 20 East 20th Street, where

she continued to direct the proceedings.Elliott enjoyed these bodybuilding exercises, but

Theodore regarded them as sacrosanct. They enabled him to act out his wildly competitive

feelings toward his taller, better-looking, more popular younger brother: “As athletes we are

about equal; he rows best; I run best; he can beat me sailing or swimming; I can beat him

wrestling or boxing; I am best with the rifle, he with the shotgun, &c, &c.” Theodore’s

commitment to competition with Elliott marked their relationship far into the future.For years the

leader of the two, Elliott Roosevelt was also the most congenial child in the family. As a boy,

Elliott had been considered “decidedly pretty.” At two, he spoke more clearly than Theodore,

and was a better athlete. “Little brother was big brother”—gracious, kind, and always generous.

Eleanor Roosevelt often told the story of her father’s first demonstration of generosity, which

occurred when he was seven years old. One frosty evening near Christmas, Elliott went for a

walk and returned without his new and much-treasured overcoat. When asked where it was, he

explained that he had given it away “to a small and ragged urchin who looked cold.”By all

accounts, Elliott was the most favored of the Roosevelt children. Called Nell, after the

understanding, compassionate, and longsuffering little girl in Charles Dickens’s Old Curiosity

Shop, Elliott was unmarred by his brother’s “aggressive egotism.” Neither overbearing nor

strident, he seemed always capable and charming.But in adolescence new traits began to

appear in Elliott’s character—a troubling quest for pleasure, a casual sense of purpose, an

inclination toward poetic introspection. Once the family geography began to change, it changed

very rapidly. In 1872, thirteen-year-old Theodore Roosevelt was presented with a “double

barrelled breech loading shotgun” by his father. That present revealed that young Theodore

was severely myopic. Nobody had ever noticed that his range of vision had throughout his

childhood been somewhat less than thirty feet. It was not until he complained that his brother

and friends were always shooting things he had not noticed that spectacles were ordered.

They changed his life. “I had no idea how beautiful the world was.” With his spectacles and his



gun, Theodore embarked on a life of killing—especially birds. During the winter of 1872, the

family sailed in a luxurious dahabeah up the Nile. Young Theodore went off each morning to

return with dead birds—ten, twelve, eighteen at a time, larks, doves, ringed plovers, large

cranes, hawks, pelicans, geese—which the young naturalist proceeded to stuff. His parents

were so pleased by his preoccupation with such “splendid sport,” and delighted to see that his

asthma had vanished, that they endured the reek of formaldehyde and other noxious

chemicals. While Theodore went off to shoot, Elliott went off by himself in a small boat, which

had been his present that Christmas. Alone with his notebook, he wrote verse and stories and

contemplated the silence. CHANGES IN THE BALANCE OF POWER BETWEEN ELLIOTT

AND Theodore became even more apparent on the family’s return to New York in 1873, when

the Roosevelts moved from East 20th Street into their new home at 6 West 57th Street, located

in what was then the northernmost neighborhood of the city. Theodore, Sr., found it “glorious to

be able to go into the country at once from our door.” Theodore also decided to join his

brothers in the family compound at Oyster Bay in the summer of 1874. During this otherwise

idyllic period, Elliott began to develop disturbing symptoms of a serious but never diagnosed

condition. He fainted and had seizures. That summer, when Elliott was fourteen and Theodore,

Jr., sixteen, Elliott was no longer the leader, the stronger. He confided a range of fears to his

father, fears that had begun to emerge when he encountered difficulty studying German in

Dresden the year before. He could not keep his mind upon his studies, and he feared he would

never succeed in his father’s business. “What will I become when I am a man?” Weren’t there

already “a very large number of partners in the store?” “I think Teedie would be the boy to put

in the store if you wanted to be sure of it.” Elliott wanted to be “as good as you,” he wrote his

father, “if it is in me. But it is hard.”Believing that travel would cure all trouble, Theodore, Sr.,

took Elliott for a holiday in England for the autumn season. While visiting the Bullochs, Elliott

had the most severe attack to date. Theodore wrote Mittie:It came from overexcitement but of

so natural a kind that I foresee it will be very difficult to guard him from it. A pillow fight was

perhaps the principal cause…. It produced congestion of the brain with all its attendant horrors

of delirium, etc. The doctor says that there is no cause for anxiety as it is only necessary to

avoid all excitements for 2 or 3 years and he will entirely outgrow it. He is perfectly well again

now, but of course weak and confined to his bed…. Ellie’s sweetness entirely won the heart of

the doctor as it has that of all the servants here….The worst time was at night, when Elliott

feared being alone. Theodore wrote his wife, “He is nervous although he stoutly denies it. He

sleeps in my bed.” Theodore suggested that when they returned it would be best for the two

boys to share “the large bed in the back 3d story room…. I should be afraid to leave [Elliott]

alone.” In a subsequent letter to his older son, Theodore told him that his letters gave Ellie joy.

“His first inquiry is if there is anything from Teedie…. You will have to assume more of the

responsibilities of elder brother when we return. Ellie is anticipating all sorts of pleasure with

you that he will not be able to realize, and it will require much tact on your part not to let him

feel his deprivations too much….”Elliott also wrote Teedie to explain his condition. “It is so

funny, my illness.” The doctor had called it “hysteria.” And so, Elliott wrote, “it comes from the

nerves and therefore is not at all serious, but my body is getting so thin…, and my arms as well

as my legs look like I have the strength of a baby. I jump involuntarily at the smallest sound and

have a perpetual headache and [am] nearly always in low spirits….”Whatever was wrong with

Elliott, whether he had a brain tumor or epilepsy, whether he was having a sexual coming-out

crisis as he entered adolescence, or whether he was the one who acted out the emotional

turbulence of his family, we will never know. But travel far away from his family and the rugged

outdoor life did seem temporarily to heal him.In 1875, however, Elliott decided he wanted to



join his cousin and best friend, Archibald Gracie, at Saint Paul’s School in New Hampshire. He

applied himself and, according to Cousin Archie, “studied hard and late.” But in October, he

had a dreadful attack during Latin class. Without “the slightest warning,” he wrote his father, “I

had a bad rush of blood to my head.” The pain was intolerable, and “I can’t remember what

happened. I believe I screamed out.” In December, Archibald Gracie wrote to his mother that

Elliott’s “brother came up to take him home.”Elliott did not remain at home. At fifteen he was

sent off to Texas with family friends, in order to rough it on the frontier. But the experience

made him feel like a fraud. He wrote his father that it seemed “just a sell my being down

here…. it’s a very pleasant one but a sell nevertheless, for I feel well enough to study and

instead here I am spending all your money …as if I was ill.”Elliott’s writings during this period

reveal a remarkable gender confusion. He referred to himself as a woman on the range, and

wrote stories about himself in which he was disguised as a woman. However androgynous,

Elliott was sent to Texas to do precisely what his brother most longed to do—hunt buffalo and

other big game. He spent all day in the saddle, and was delighted by the “rough and tumble

chaps” who befriended, and tempted, him. He wrote his father that he had not yet “taken a

drink or a smoke” though he wanted at least to smoke. On the Texas frontier Elliott enjoyed

himself “just as much as anyone ever enjoyed anything.” However much this exacerbated

young Theodore’s obsession to best his brother, TR was always proud of this aspect of his

brother’s youth. He dedicated Hunting Trips of a Ranchman to that “keenest of sportsmen and

truest of friends, my Brother, Elliott Roosevelt.” TR explained that his brother “was in at the

death of the great Southern herds in 1877, and had a good deal of experience in

buffalohunting, and once or twice was charged by old bulls but never had any difficulty in either

evading the charge or else killing the brute as it came on.” WHILE ELLIOTT GALLOPED

ABOUT THE WILDERNESS, THEOdore achieved his first social successes at Harvard, taking

on the airs and costume of a well-dressed dandy. Although he evidently never learned to eat

with any propriety, causing his good friend Cecil Spring Rice to remark subsequently that

Teddy had “a variety of curious habits” (one of which was “to eat chicken like a wild animal”),

he was, nevertheless, elected to the best clubs, including the exclusive Porcellian, and took

great care to associate with the right people. On 15 October 1876, he wrote his family that he

chose his friends entirely from the “gentleman sort.” This was slow going, however, since he

knew nothing of anyone’s “antecedents.” “On this very account, I have avoided being very

intimate with the New York fellows.”The family took young Theodore’s Harvard doings seriously

and tried to protect him from familial tensions, including and especially his father’s final illness.

For three months, Elliott and his sisters cared for and nursed their father during his slow and

tormented death from intestinal cancer. According to Corinne, “Elliott gave unstintedly a

devotion which was so tender that it was more like that of a woman, and his young strength

was poured out to help his father.” Theodore, on the other hand, was shielded so successfully

from this trauma that when he learned of his father’s death he was devastated by the shock of

it, and never forgave Elliott for not warning him of its imminence.Afterward, Elliott agonized

over his failure to contact his father’s firstborn son during the fourteen-hour deathbed ordeal.

While his uncles watched the dead, he was haunted by his neglect. “I lay down on the sofa in

Father’s dressing room but not to sleep, if only I didn’t have to meet Theodore tomorrow and

tell him all, and I promised if there was danger to have him there, may God forgive

me.”Theodore “Greatheart” Roosevelt died at the age of forty-six on 9 February 1878. But he

had been failing for some time, and had entertained thoughts of death years before, when he

wrote his wife: “I feel so glad to think I have done something in life for I fear I am becoming old

and lazy now. Tell Teedie and Ellie they must be prepared to take my place.”He might well have



named Bamie and Corinne, who were at least as capable. But without the vote, acknowledged

influence, or authority, Theodore’s daughters were able to do little besides support their

brothers’ careers. Though Bamie and Corinne both worked politically behind the scenes and

contributed significantly to American public life, they were denied access to work of their own. It

galled Bamie in particular, but all the Roosevelt women expressed discontent.One evening in

March 1881, as they sat in Mittie’s room, they talked about their own lives and ambitions.

Bamie said she would have preferred to live in “more stirring times,” when strong women had

real power. Corinne wrote to her fiancé, Douglas Robinson, about that evening: “What a

splendid queen she would have made…. With you and Teddy as prime ministers and Elliott as

master of ceremonies, [Bamie] might have ruled the world!”Eleanor Roosevelt and TR’s

daughter Alice were particularly inspired by Bamie. Both agreed that she would have been

president had she been a man.Denied a position of public power, Bamie nevertheless had a

great influence on the political life of the country while her brother Theodore was

president.Elliott, however, was becoming increasingly mercurial and distracted—haunted and

pulled by a need to escape into frivolity and excessive drinking.* Mittie’s life in Georgia, at least

circumstantially, was not unlike that of Margaret Mitchell’s Scarlett O’Hara, and Bulloch Hall

was not unlike Tara. In fact, in 1923, Mitchell, a young reporter for the Atlanta Journal, toured

Bulloch Hall before writing Gone With the Wind, which was to become one of Eleanor

Roosevelt’s favorite books, so well did it capture, she believed, the atmosphere of her Southern

family.2. Elliott and AnnaDESPITE ELEANOR ROOSEVELT’S PRIVILEGED AND

DIStinguished heritage, her childhood was a time of anguish and tragedy. If she was “born into

a secure golden world,” it was also in the end a world shattered by disappointment, alcoholism,

and betrayal.Anna Hall Roosevelt was twenty when she gave birth to Eleanor, a year after she

and Elliott married. Uneducated and self-indulgent, determined to cast off the limitations of her

own dour childhood, and the responsibilities she had shouldered after her father’s early death,

she wanted little more than to enjoy society’s youthful rituals—the round of dances and

dinners, tennis, and the hunt—available as one traveled with the seasons from New York to

Long Island to Newport. Anna was entirely unprepared for life’s sharp corners. And she knew

little, if anything, about meeting the needs and demands of her dashing and troubled

husband.Long-suffering, apparently helpless, occasionally desperate, Anna Hall protected and

excused her husband for as long as she could. She became bitter in the process and had very

little energy for anyone else. Overwrought and frequently exhausted, she continued, in vain, to

seek release and comfort in society’s extravagances. Unable to find any real comfort anywhere,

and under ever-increasing pressures from her desperate family situation, Anna forged a hard,

untouchable armor that warned those around her to keep their distance. Once forged, that

armor seemed to her firstborn daughter created expressly for her.As completely as she felt

scolded and scorned by her mother, Eleanor felt understood and loved by her father. He

encouraged his little daughter to excel, to be courageous and bold. He promoted her interests

and her education. He wanted her to be self-reliant and self-fulfilled. Eleanor adored her father,

but she never knew when he would abandon her, emotionally or literally. At least once, when

she was six or eight, she was left standing under the canopy of his club when he had flown in

for a drink and forgotten his “little Nell.” There she stood waiting, holding several of his dogs on

their leashes outside the Knickerbocker Club for over six hours. Finally, she saw her father,

unconscious, carried out. Yet she kept waiting until a kind doorman escorted her home.Like

most children of alcoholics, Eleanor felt that she could never do enough to protect her parent,

to care for him, to ward off danger, to change or try to control the situation. But she never knew

when his eruptions of rage, self-pity, or despair might occur. With him, the world was always on



the verge of spinning out of control, leaving her insecure and powerless. Over the years, in a

variety of ways, ER re-created her father in her imagination. She brooded over his letters,

romanticized his flamboyant life, and continually enhanced and intensified memories of what

were only fleeting moments. The father she loved so absolutely and unconditionally was in part

her own creation.Exactly when Elliott lost his lifelong race against the effects of alcohol is

unclear, but the problem began sometime during his adolescent years on the Western frontier.

Almost two years after their father’s death, Elliott and Theodore embarked on a jolly summer’s

hunting spree through the “Wild West” of Illinois, Minnesota, and Iowa. Although they never

reached the “real west,” beyond the Minnesota-Dakota border, they had a splendid jaunt, took

incomparable risks, and almost drowned when their overloaded rowboat capsized. They

hunted and met exciting frontier folk, all of whom—women and men—were attracted by Elliott’s

easy manner.Their trip was marked by regular visits to Chicago, to rest and restock. There

Theodore wrote a letter to Corinne that was to haunt the family’s future:We have come back

here after a weeks hunting in Iowa. Elliott revels in the change to civilization—and epicurean

pleasures. As soon as we got here he took some ale to get the dust out of his throat; then a

milk punch because he was thirsty; a mint julep because it was hot; a brandy smash “to keep

the cold out of his stomach”; and then sherry and bitters to give him an appetite…. Elliott says

these remarks are incorrect and malevolent; but I say they pay him off for his last letter about

my eating manners.Actually, it was then still TR’s health that concerned his family. Given over

to dramatic bouts of asthma and “cholera morbus,” he never knew when an attack would keep

him up all night gasping for air, or doubled over with cramps and discomfort—“very

embarrassing for a lover,” he once confided to Corinne after a trip with his future wife, Alice

Lee. What nobody knew was that TR had been told by a college physician during a routine

examination the previous March that he had serious heart trouble and should spend his life

quietly, without physical exertion of any kind. He kept this consultation secret, and vowed to live

his life as vigorously as humanly possible.TR and Alice Lee were married on his twenty-second

birthday, 27 October 1880. Elliott postponed a long-planned trip to India to stand by his brother

—TR had told him that, if he would not be his best man, he would have no other. The

ceremony at the Unitarian Church in Brookline, Massachusetts, and the reception at the Lee

home were full of flowers and sunshine, resplendent with joy. Soon after, in November, while

his newly married brother remained at 57th Street with his “little pink wife” and his family, all of

whom adored Alice Lee, Elliott Roosevelt embarked on a hunting trip that took him around the

world. Bored, without ambition or plans, he had decided to spend part of his inheritance on a

year of total self-indulgence in order to find himself. He hunted elephants and tigers and had an

incomparable adventure.From the beginning, he was treated like royalty by countless friends

who dedicated themselves to his care. En route to England, he wrote his “Dear Little Mother:

Everybody on board has been very kind and good to me, Mr. and Mrs. James Roosevelt, of

Hyde Park (who pass for my aunt and uncle) particularly so. While I am in London their rooms

are to be home.”Sara Delano and James Roosevelt were inclined to favor Elliott. They had,

after all, been introduced to each other the previous April by his mother and his sister Bamie,

who was Sara’s dearest friend. James, then recently widowed and over fifty, had fallen in love

with and proposed marriage to Bamie, who was young enough to be his daughter. But Bamie

did not reciprocate his feelings. Mittie cleverly invited him to dinner with Bamie’s friend Sara

Delano, who was tall, beautiful, and imperious and, at twenty-six, resolved to remain a

“spinster.” At Mittie’s, Squire James “never took his eyes off” Sara, and within the month he

invited Mittie, Bamie, and Sara to his home at Springwood, in Hyde Park on the Hudson. Like

Theodore and Alice Lee, Sara Delano and James Roosevelt were married in October 1880,



and they spent their honeymoon aboard the Germanic, where they grew even closer to Elliott,

whom they subsequently asked to be godfather to their son, Franklin Delano Roosevelt.Elliott

began his journey to India via England and Italy, learning Hindustani en route.When Elliott

finally arrived in India, he was surrounded by friends, many of them his chums from New York,

and all of them hard-drinking, fast-living, dedicated sportsmen accustomed to luxury and

service. Elliott was twenty and impressionable. It “was all too Arabian night-like.” He was

fascinated by the endless colonial privileges of the ruling classes, stunned by the trappings of

imperial splendor, and appalled by the poverty but not particularly adverse to the servility of the

impoverished classes. In fact, he rather swooned over the manners of “the quiet service—no

sound of boots for the boys go without them, and the clothes make no noise. They are certainly

wonderful servants….” At a dinner for six in his honor, “each man has his own servant to wait

on him and a boy to keep him cool….” Still, he made a point of endearing himself to his host’s

servants, since he believed “that true judgment comes from below….” And he was genuinely

disturbed by their political and social situation. “The more I see of India the much more ready I

am to lift up my hand and hold my breath for the future development of the world.”One of the

first Americans to travel extensively throughout India and make an effort to understand its

complexities, Elliott was also an enthusiastic shopper. He sent home as many of the totems of

his travels and hunting expeditions as he could: hides and skins, rugs and tapestries, tiger

teeth, carved boxes, and vast quantities of gold and silver. Clearly it was from her father that

Eleanor derived her enthusiasm for buying and giving presents. Like him, ER would buy with

precise thoughtfulness presents in great number for all of her friends and an amazing number

of relatives. As Elliott wrote his mother, “I think to buy pretty things is one of the greatest

pleasures in the world don’t you?”Elliott decided to return home to attend his sister Corinne’s

marriage to his friend and partner, Douglas Robinson. Although his time in India was thrilling,

he had a profound fear of becoming isolated, unwanted, or neglected, forgotten even by his

family. He earnestly courted approval, and when Corinne wrote that she both needed and

wanted him to return for her wedding, he was overcome with sentiment: “I cried like your own

dear little self and a perfect ‘Baby’ when you called me ‘Father Brother.’”Elliott began his

journey home via Ceylon and China. He was ready to return, since he had been in delicate

health for months. Indian fever, a mysterious and recurring malady, had wrecked his sport

through the summer of 1881, from May to August, and was to plague him for the rest of his life.

But his letters remained stoic and jaunty. In Ceylon he “picked up an awfully jolly little European

servant…. I’ve no doubt we make a very rummy couple traveling together but all the men say

he is the best servant they ever saw….”Within months of his return to New York, Elliott met and

fell in love with Anna Rebecca Hall. In February 1883, Elliott wrote his thoughts on “My Love” in

his diary. Rambling, romantic, repetitious, and maudlin, Elliott’s diary glorified women as God’s

own pure invention of inspired and unselfish devotion to their male kin.“When my worship for

women began,” he wrote, “I cannot tell.” Perhaps it was when his “poor little Mother turned to

me …called me her loving son and only comfort.” Perhaps it was when he realized that his “two

sisters unselfishly and with thoughts often only for us boys” laid aside their own lives and

dedicated themselves to “our interests, our lives.” Elliott’s reverence for the women of his family

was complicated by his fear, disdain, distrust, and hatred for “the life and character of the

generality of women that I have met.” Over time, in his travels, he had been hurt and

disappointed by, and “learned” a “contempt” for, “thoughtless” women and “really bad

women.”Now, however, in Anna Hall he had at last found “a Sweet Hearted, a true, loving

Earnest Woman who lives the life she professed. Womanly in all purity, holiness and beauty an

angel in tolerance, in forgiveness and in faith—My Love Thank God our Father—And in her



true promise to be my wife I find the peace and happiness which God has taken from me for so

long.”For Elliott, Anna Hall embodied perfection. He romanticized and mystified his fiancée—to

the point of being torn by self-doubt. “She seems to me so pure and so high and ideal that in

my roughness and unworthiness I do not see how I can make her happy…. How can any single

love make up for the lavish admiration of the many.”For her part, Anna Hall also had doubts

about their impending marriage. She worried that his exaggerated visions of her perfection

would inevitably be disappointed. She feared his sudden explosions of jealousy. She was

concerned about his morose and mercurial moods, which caused him to disappear for days,

behind the locked door of his room, writing, drawing, smoking. Was he drinking as well? She

did not ask, and the possibility was not mentioned.Anna Hall did not agree to be Elliott’s bride

immediately. Though flattered by the vigorous pursuit of one of the most popular men about

town, who had just returned from a rare round-the-world adventure, she feared his

unpredictability. Eventually, however, like so many of the women of their circle, she found Elliott

irresistible. Unlike Theodore, who hopped when he danced and howled when he laughed,

Elliott was attractive, suave, and correct. Marriage to him promised a life of comfort, glamour

and joy, a path beyond her responsibilities to her widowed mother and younger brothers and

sisters. But she was not unmindful of what even then seemed certain risks, the danger of

unnamed but enormous challenges.On 8 August, shortly after their engagement was

announced Anna wrote to reassure Elliott, who was in a morose mood.All my love and

ambition are now centered in you…. I shall indeed always tell you everything and shall not be

happy unless I feel that all your troubles, joys, sins and misfortunes are to be mine too. Please

never keep anything from me for fear of giving me pain or say to yourself “there can be no

possible use of my telling her.” Believe me, I am quite strong enough to face, with you, the

storms of this life and I shall always be so happy when I know that you have told and will

always tell me every thought, and I can perhaps sometimes be of use to you….I think for the

future as far as I am concerned, you will have to bury [your] fierce doubts….She was nineteen;

he was twenty-three. Yet the heavy, solemn tones of their correspondence reveal a specific

absence of the kind of carefree, youthful gaiety they both craved.After their engagement,

Elliott’s favorite aunts—Ella Bulloch (Irvine’s wife) and Annie Gracie—wrote letters of

congratulations in tones of such overwhelming relief that one pauses to wonder about his

actual condition even in July 1883. Aunt Ella, for example, wrote: “This happiness of yours

seems the direct answer to so many prayers! & I feel as if God must through it have brought

you so near to him! Out of darkness into light, & joy & perfect faith again—.”Aunt Gracie (Annie

Bulloch married New York banker and realtor James King Gracie) had noted in her journal that

she had gone to church when Elliott returned from India in March 1882, to pray to God “to cure

him.” “Ellie is very ill.” Ecstatic about his engagement, she warned him: “You must be very pure

and very true now that you have secured the right to guard, love and cherish so sweet a girl as

Anna—”The New York Times on 2 December 1883 featured the “Roosevelt-Hall Wedding” on

page 3, calling it “One of the most brilliant weddings of the season.” Elliott Roosevelt and Anna

Livingston Ludlow Hall represented the pinnacle, the very essence, of New York’s younger

society. They were the people Edith Wharton described in The Age of Innocence, that “little

inner group of people who, during the long New York season, disported themselves together

daily and nightly with apparently undiminished zest.” Although Elliott had been best man and

ringbearer when TR married Alice Lee, Theodore was neither best man nor even usher at

Elliott’s wedding. He was merely listed as one of the guests, along with scores of Astors,

Gracies, Haddens, Halls, Livingstons, Ludlows, Swans, Vanderbilts, Hoyts, Tuckermans,

Leavitts, Sloans, Bigelows, and Roosevelts.This wedding was to be the last time the



Roosevelts ever again gathered for a joyous occasion. Only two months later, on 14 February

1884, Mittie Bulloch Roosevelt and Alice Lee died within hours of each other, quite suddenly,

Mittie of typhoid fever, Alice Lee of Bright’s disease, or nephritis, which had gone unnoticed

until the birth of her daughter, Alice, on 12 February.Once again, as at the death of his father,

Elliott was the son at home and in attendance, and once again, Theodore, unaware that there

was any trouble, was absent. Then a New York State assemblyman, TR had remained in

Albany on pressing business after receiving a first telegram that informed him he was the

proud father of a healthy and beautiful baby girl. Only hours later, Elliott dispatched a second

quite different telegram to his brother, and to Corinne and Douglas Robinson, who had taken a

trip to Baltimore. When the Robinsons arrived in New York, Elliott greeted them at the door with

a dreadful expression that distorted his face, and a message of horror: “There is a curse on

this house! Mother is dying, and Alice is dying too.”Surrounded by her four children, all

summoned by the sudden transformation of what had appeared to be an ordinary cold, Martha

Bulloch Roosevelt died at three in the morning. Alice, just a floor away in the 57th Street house

that had so recently seemed a home of increasing bounty and good fortune, died eleven hours

later, at two in the afternoon. Mittie was forty-eight, Alice twenty-two. There was a double

funeral service, and they were buried together in the family plot at Greenwood Cemetery in

Brooklyn. The family was stunned by the shock, devastated by their losses.Everything was

changed. Elliott especially had considered his “little Motherling” his own particular charge. She

had been his anchor. The struggle he had been waging against the effects of the fever he had

contracted in India, and against his recurring bouts of depression, now intensified as never

before.He was for a time inconsolable, and drank with abandon. Anna, in her first month of

pregnancy when the deaths occurred, was given over to her own despondency and fear. The

months that followed were tense, unrelieved by any healing intimacy.Then, on Saturday, 11

October 1884, Anna Eleanor Roosevelt was born, and the first hint of gladness returned to the

troubled family. By all accounts, including her own, ER was greeted by her father with unalloyed

joy. To him, she wrote, “I was a miracle from heaven.” But to her mother she seemed, practically

from infancy, wanting and unlovely.Always correct and generally aloof, Anna Hall Roosevelt

was not a woman of spontaneous emotion. The problems in her marriage caused her to

become even more walled off from her feelings, as she struggled to ignore as much as she

could and hoped always to notice less, to care less, to feel less hurt. Since to love a child is to

open oneself to the most profound feelings, little Eleanor could only have seemed a threat to

Anna’s quest for composure. From the first she was the recipient of her mother’s coldest

attentions.By contrast, Elliott Roosevelt doted upon his daughter, while his wife increasingly

received the scrappier end of his attentions. He spent hours and days, entire weeks, cavorting

with his friends. Even when working in New York on real-estate ventures with his brother-in-law

and partner, Douglas Robinson, or in finance with his Uncle James King Gracie, he spent

hours at such favorite watering holes as the Knickerbocker Club. Then there were weekends,

and frequent holidays, when all care was suspended for the pleasures of the hunt. Elliott rode

to the hounds at Hempstead and played polo at Meadowbrook. Anna was not idle, but she was

increasingly bored, lonely, discontent. During the spring and summer, she spent most of her

time at her mother’s house in Tivoli, while Elliott remained in New York and at Meadowbrook.

She had no appetite; she had frequent and monumental headaches; she took to her bed for

days at a time. She wrote her husband that he had ruined even her ability to sustain a tennis

game: “My dear Elliott I have just come in from playing tennis and my hand is shaking so that I

can hardly form a letter. Do you know that I think your influence on me must be a very weak

living one. I used to be able to play tennis all day, & now before I am through with one set I am



perfectly exhausted. All I seem to be capable of is sitting still.”Anna’s letters were full of her

distress: “Though I have no news dearest Elliott, yet I sit down to write you as usual…. I am

really not the same strong girl I used to be…. All I can do is sleep & yet I feel I must not give in

to it too much…. It comes to me more & more every day how much of my liberty I have given

up to you….”While Anna languished at Tivoli, with her mother, five younger siblings, infant

daughter, and visitors who neither attracted nor interested her, Elliott partied frantically, with

distressing consequences. Anna said only that she hoped Elliott might change his ways, and

suffer less.Poor old Nell I was so awfully sorry for you last night…. Please remember your

promise not to touch any champagne tonight. It is poison truly & how I dread seeing you suffer.

I am still hoping you may change your mind & come home this afternoon. Do take care of your

dear, dear self. Ever most lovingly Anna.PS Ask any one you like for Thanksgiving night…. Do

come back in less pain.Anna too enjoyed parties, and she organized countless charity balls.

She was the founder and creative director of an “Amateur Comedy Club,” in which she, her

brother Valentine Hall, and their friends Elsie de Wolfe and “the Misses Lawrence and other

well-known amateurs made histrionic successes.” She liked activity, and she enjoyed engaging

company. But she was embattled. More and more, she hid her rage within the confines of

headaches and ennui. She became impatient and distraught. Above all, Anna was irritated by

her solemn daughter, Elliott’s “Little Nell,” who looked about her with sorrowful eyes reflecting

fully the feelings her mother could not express.For years Anna went about resolutely covering

up the situation with a layer of threadbare gaiety. She missed Elliott awfully when he was away,

even though she could not stand his progressively wanton condition when they were together.

They made and broke promises to each other on a regular basis. “Have you had any doubts

since you left? Try to remember that I do love you and will always be true and loyal. Goodbye

again darling Boy. Goodbye from your loved Baby Wife…”She worried about his health; she

wondered about his activities. He rarely returned when he promised to do so. There were

growing hints of scandal. She spent more and more time alone. The situation was untenable.

Finally, during the spring of 1887, they decided that a change of climate, scene, and society

might restore Elliott’s health and their sagging marriage. Accompanied by two-and-a-half-year-

old Eleanor, Eleanor’s nurse, and Anna’s sister Tissie (Elizabeth Hall), they boarded the

Britannic on their way to Europe for an extended tour of the Continent.The first day out, in the

fog, the Celtic, an incoming steamer, rammed their ship. Suddenly they were surrounded by

screams of agony and hideous sights of carnage. One child lost an arm, another child was

beheaded. Many passengers were killed, hundreds injured. Elliott helped his wife, sister-in-law,

and the baby nurse into a lifeboat, and then called for little Eleanor, clinging frantically to a

crewman, to be dropped into his waiting arms. But Eleanor would not let go. She screamed and

cried. The din all about her was terrifying. Her abiding memory was her profound fear of being

dropped from the deck into her father’s arms. The crewman finally freed her fingers, and

Eleanor always remembered that fall, the feel of plummeting from the deck high above into the

pitching lifeboat below, surrounded by “cries of terror” and shouts for help.While newspaper

accounts verify Eleanor’s recollections of the fearsome din, the sight of blood and

dismembered limbs, Anna Hall wrote Bamie a strangely tranquil letter of the turmoil: “The strain

for a few minutes when we all thought we were sinking was fearful though there were no

screams and no milling about. Everyone was perfectly quiet.”Eleanor’s ship-board trauma was

compounded when her parents embarked again for England, leaving her with the Gracies at

Oyster Bay. Anna explained that Eleanor simply refused to join them, she was so afraid of the

ocean. Anna and Elliott evidently seized the excuse to leave their two-and-a-half-year-old

daughter at home. Without the immediate opportunity to face her terror again, the accident left



Eleanor with a fear of heights and water that was connected to a lifelong sense of

abandonment. If she had not cried, if she had not struggled, if she had not been afraid, if she

had only done more and been better, she would be with her parents. This theme would be

repeated again and again in her young life.But her parents were off on a different mission,

more than a holiday, and it was easier for them to have Eleanor safe in the caring company of

“gentle and patient Aunt Annie Gracie, my dearly loved great-aunt.” Aunt Gracie wrote Corinne

that “our sweet little Eleanor” was “so little and gentle & had made such a narrow escape out of

the great ocean that it made her seem doubly helpless & pathetic to us.” She asked several

times where “her ‘dear Mamma was, & where her Papa was, & where is Aunt Tissie?’” When

she was told that they had gone to Europe, she asked, “‘where is baby’s home now?’ I said

‘baby’s home is Gracewood with Uncle Bunkle & Aunt Gracie,’ which seemed to entirely satisfy

the sweet little darling. But as we came near the Bay …she said to her uncle in an anxious

alarmed way ‘Baby does not want to go into the water. Not in a boat.’”Anna wrote from Paris

that her first separation from her daughter was painful. “I do so long for her, but know it was

wiser to leave her.” And Elliott, she wrote, seemed vastly improved. Elliott indeed sounded

ebullient. On 19 June, he wrote, “Dearest old Bye: If you had only been with us our joy would

have been complete.”The Hall sisters, as always, were greatly admired. Anna’s splendid

features and luminous blue eyes inspired painters and poets. On one occasion, poet Robert

Browning asked merely to gaze upon her as she had her portrait painted. “Tissie was too jolly

for anything, and Anna they fell down and worshipped. She certainly never has looked so

perfectly lovely or seemed so strong and well.” Elliott sounded proud and happy to report that

the “two girls are having that kind of a dissipated time buying dresses, hats and the Lord know

what that I don’t know what will become of mine or the Hall mother’s credit if I don’t get them

into less tempting quarters soon….”On 8 July, Elliott wrote again to Bye: “We have had a

glorious time. In England the girls took like wild fire and they really had a great success.” He

also boasted that he had “persuaded Anna to give up the Italian Lakes and arranged a very

good September in Scotland. It is selfish of me I know but I think she will enjoy it too really

when once there…. Anna has been having a headache for six hours….”Evidently Elliott never

connected his wife’s headache with his cavalier insistence that they go to Scotland rather than

the Italian lakes. Anna had acquiesced with the mildest of protests, and then took to her bed in

agony. However pleasant their European sojourn may have been, nothing really changed.

When they returned, full of promises and plans, Elliott rejoined Uncle Gracie’s banking firm,

and they purchased ten acres of rolling hills, virgin woodlands, and verdant meadows for a

home in Hempstead, which would allow him to be closer to the Meadow Brook Club at

Westbury. While their large and impressive house was being built, they rented a place nearby

in order to supervise the details. BY THE SPRING OF 1888 THEODORE ROOSEVELT WAS

APPALLED by Elliott’s dedication to the sporting life. Increasingly he blamed Anna, whom he

now regarded as “utterly frivolous” and responsible for Elliott’s habits. TR wrote Bye: “I do hate

his Hempstead life. I don’t know whether he could get along without the excitement now, but it

is certainly very unhealthy, and it leads to nothing.”However much TR criticized Elliott, he

shared his brother’s competitive mania. He too rode to the hounds with total disregard for life

and limb. He too finished the hunt, generally in the lead, no matter what the cost. Once, he

remounted his horse even after it had smashed into a wall, leaving him with an arm broken in

several places and a bloodied face in which shards of his eyeglasses were embedded. After

several more jumps, the bones of his arm slipped down, causing it to resemble “a length of

liverwurst.” TR boasted that he looked “like the walls of a slaughterhouse.” Still he came in just

behind the huntsman. As he wrote to Henry Cabot Lodge: “I don’t grudge the broken arm a



bit…. I’m always ready to pay the piper when I’ve had a good dance; and every now and then I

like to drink the wine of life with brandy in it.”The hunt took place on his birthday weekend in

1886, on what would have been the sixth anniversary of his marriage to Alice Lee. Since her

death, their little daughter, Alice, had been raised by her Aunt Bye; that evening was the first

time in months that the two-and-a-half-year-old Alice Roosevelt had seen her father, and the

vision served for years as the metaphor of their relationship. She had awaited his return at the

stable with Auntie Bye. As soon as he saw his daughter, his dashing hunting-jacket torn to

shreds, his head and face bleeding profusely, his arm dangling limply at his side, he jumped off

his horse and ran toward her. But little Alice ran in horror. When TR caught her and held her,

his bloody face grinning down into her frightened eyes, “I started screaming at this apparition

and he started shaking me to shut me up, which only made me scream more. So he shook

more.” According to Alice, it went on that way throughout much of her life.Later that same night,

his face blistered and bruised and his arm in splints, TR presided over the Hunt Ball. Edith

Carow—a childhood friend whom he was soon to marry—was his guest of honor.On 6

November 1886, TR and Bye sailed for England for his wedding to Edith. Aboard ship TR met

Cecil Spring-Rice, an instant and profound friendship developed, and TR persuaded the

dapper British diplomat, who bore an amazing resemblance to Elliott, to stand as his best man

on 2 December.Whatever this substitution may reveal about TR’s and Elliott’s relationship, they

had become almost deadly rivals. On 29 July 1888, Elliott competed with his brother in a polo

match between Oyster Bay and Meadow Brook. According to Corinne, the game was

uneventful until “Theodore rushed after Elliott at terrific speed as he took the ball downfield.

There was a thump of horseflesh as brother tried to ride brother out. Suddenly—no one saw

how—Theodore was thrown, and knocked unconscious.” TR “neither moved nor stirred, and

seemed like a dead man” for several minutes. He was dazed for hours, and did not fully recover

for several days. His wife, Edith Carow Roosevelt, who witnessed the game without noticeable

upset, had a miscarriage a week later.The frantic pace of the summer of 1888 continued

unabated as did the separations between Elliott and Anna. Elliott spent two weeks with Arch

Rogers, racing on Rogers’s boat, the Bedouin. Anna was in Newport with the Fred Vanderbilts,

and then at the E. D. Morgans’, where, Elliott wrote, “I am to join her tonight. I am staying at

Meadow Brook Club during the week and spent one night with Aunt Annie, to see little

Eleanor….”“Newport has been very gay Anna tells me. A lot of private dances …any number of

dinners too. Meadow Brook won all the polo games and cups….”While Elliott was racing on the

Bedouin, Anna wrote from Oyster Bay, where she was visiting TR and Edith:My dearest old

Nellie Boy I am waiting anxiously to see the papers to see if you reached New London safely.

We are having lovely weather and are most comfortably settled. I am very lazy and don’t come

down until nine o’clock and Baby has a splendid time. Yesterday she went to Lewis West’s

party and this morning is to play on the beach with Alice and then she has lessons with Aunt

Annie…. Uncle Jimmie [Gracie] wants me to tackle Mrs. James [Sara Delano Roosevelt] for a

large subscription for the Orthopedic [the hospital founded by her father-in-law]. I know I shall

fail but of course will try. Write when you can. I hope you are enjoying it and find the party

sufficiently congenial.Anna ended her carefree note with an expression of her abiding concern

about his health: She wanted Elliott to speak to his friend and physician. “Try and persuade Dr.

Lusk to come to town by Sept. 1st. Tell him how worried I am….”However distressed were the

summer and autumn of 1888, in October Eleanor had a delightful birthday. She loved her

presents and her party, and Elliott wrote Bye that his cunning little daughter went to bed

announcing that she “loved everybody and everybody loved her.”After the Meadow Brook

mishap, Elliott had a more serious accident during a charity circus at Larry Waterbury’s



Westchester estate. That autumn, according to his daughter’s later recollections, his “rather

gay, sporting life together with his work was beginning to tell on [his] health, and a bad accident

when riding in an amateur circus completely broke his nerves.” Elliott’s leg was broken and set

once, then had to be rebroken and reset. In 1937, ER wrote that she remembered that day

well, “for we were alone in his room when he told me about it. Little as I was, I sensed that this

was a terrible ordeal, and when he went hobbling out on crutches to the waiting doctors, I was

dissolved in tears and sobbed my heart out for hours. From this illness my father never quite

recovered.”The severe pain, relieved occasionally by morphine, laudanum, and ever-increasing

quantities of alcohol, caused Elliott to suffer a nervous collapse.Nonetheless, on 13 June 1889,

Elliott wrote to Bye with unbridled optimism from the Knickerbocker Club. Their new home was

almost completed: “Under Anna’s ready hand …it is rapidly growing not only livable but very

cosey and comfortable…. Anna is wonderfully well, enjoys everything, even the moving, and

looks the beautiful girl she is. Little Eleanor is as happy as the day is long, plays with her kitten,

the puppy and the chickens all the time, and is very dirty as a general rule.” But there was a

warning, indeed, an urgent plea: “I am the only ‘off’ member of the family and my foot is very

bad yet…. Do come to us on your return, dear old girl, just for a little while if you can’t pay us a

long visit and help Anna out. I am no use on my sticks and there is so much that your cool

judgment and good taste would help her in….”In the autumn of 1889, Elliott Roosevelt, Jr., was

born, and ER was sent off to Anna’s sisters Pussie and Tissie in Tivoli. In their letters of

congratulations on the birth of baby Elliott, they wrote of Eleanor’s happiness at the news of

her little brother: “Totty [ER’s nickname] is flourishing.” Raised by a French governess, Totty

was now given French lessons, which were “progressing, although I am afraid the pupil knows

more than the teacher.” Eleanor was a golden brown, and played in the sun each day. Pussie

wrote: “It is so gorgeous up here now, the trees are one mass of red and gold. I was so glad

you were not in that hunt the other day, when Mrs. Mortimer was hurt. What a risk it is every

time. But oh! What fun! How I wish I were a man….” THE BIRTH OF HIS FIRST SON SEEMS

TO HAVE PLUNGED Elliott deeper into depression. He worried about money, and feared that

he was doomed to failure. He became suspicious of his wife, and wrote jealous notes

suggesting that while he suffered at work in the city she was gay and carefree on Long Island.

Throughout the autumn and winter of 1889, Anna patiently tried to comfort him in her letters:

“Poor darling old Elliott …Please don’t worry darling. Start off firmly making up your mind that

you will be happy. Say to yourself that you know I am true, & that you will trust people. It would

make you feel so much happier if you truly could, & I tell you there is nothing to fear. Please

believe me—And as to success, remember that you are God’s child…. I seldom worry when I

tell Him everything, all my troubles.”As the Christmas season neared and Elliott chose to

remain in the city even on weekends, Anna felt increasingly abandoned: “Dearest Elliott, I was

so depressed when the carriage came back this afternoon with Douglas in it & without you. I

actually sobbed alone in my bed & am beginning again now as I write…. I am anxiously waiting

for a letter from you tomorrow.” Anna begged him to give up drinking and drugs: “I shall never

feel you are really your dear old self until you can give up all medicine and wine of every kind. I

believe the latter has really led to your great difficulty in giving up morphine and laudanum.

That is I believe it irritates and makes your ankle worse, as well as ruining your stomach. Do

dearest throw your horrid cocktails away & don’t touch anything now you are off for your health

you have no business and nothing to trouble you—I wonder if this last is asking too much.”That

year, Elliott decided to spend Christmas away from his family, in Bermuda. Left alone for weeks

with the children, Anna hemorrhaged and took to her bed on Christmas Day. “I am so terribly

lonely without you. I do hope you are really getting well. Not simply playing Polo & having a



splendid gay old time. Perhaps your letter will tell me all. I was taken unwell Xmas morning, but

got up & looked at all the presents with Eleanor. (It was very lonely) Then I kept quiet all day,

but went to the News Boys dinner, where all the boys cheered you.”Anna completed her letter

the next day, after receiving a note from Elliott in which he acknowledged that he felt “a little

homesick.” She was relieved to know he thought of them; it was their first Christmas apart.

“Eleanor came wandering down when she heard the postman to know if there was a letter from

you and what you said. I told her you would not be here for two weeks, & she seemed awfully

disappointed but was quite satisfied when I told her you were getting well….”After his return,

Elliott’s behavior became so offensive that his sisters, Bye and Corinne, feared even to invite

him to dinner parties. Meanwhile, Theodore was thriving. He ran a splendid though ultimately

unsuccessful race for mayor of New York, which left him with high hopes for his future; and he

worked on Benjamin Harrison’s campaign for president, for which he was rewarded with an

appointment as a United States Civil Service commissioner. He and Edith were surprised by

how very much they really enjoyed Washington society. TR wrote Bye that Edith particularly

“likes going round and seeing all the people—queer, social, political and otherwise.”At this

point in his life, with his political star rising, TR wanted nothing to do with Elliott. On 24 January

1890, he wrote: “Darling Bye, It is a perfect nightmare about Elliott: I am distressed beyond

measure at what you write. No wonder you dread having him to dinners.” The nightmare was

only beginning. Elliott’s disease was consuming him: It challenged love, mocked adventure,

destroyed hope.3. Childhood of Tears and LossFOR MONTHS ELLIOTT BROODED, AND

CAST ABOUT FOR cures, relying on Dr. Lusk, who offered sage advice but little practical help.

Elliott wanted to return to Europe with his family and he hoped Bye would join them in a trip

that would be diverting and healing. Anna remained encouraging and faithful, but grew

increasingly remote. Seeking to escape his wild, abusive behavior, as well as his self-pity and

remorse, she spent time with her own friends, kept her own counsel, and became more and

more emotionally withdrawn. Nobody was allowed to see her suffering. She asked no advice,

sought no expert opinion. Her sisters, except for Tissie, were too young to go to for support,

and Tissie was preoccupied with her new husband, Stanley Mortimer, and their new home. Her

mother was increasingly concerned, and generally distraught. But there was little that she

could say, really nothing she could do. Anna was on her own, and she clung desperately to a

misplaced faith in Elliott’s judgment. ON 30 APRIL 1890, TR WROTE HIS SISTER BYE,

WHO REMAINED close to Elliott’s struggle. Theodore was in Washington and for months had

had virtually no direct contact with his brother but was nonetheless eager to exercise some

control over the situation.I have been very glad to get both your recent letters; you are very

good to keep us so constantly informed. Yesterday I received a perfectly ordinary letter from

poor old Nell himself, it made me feel dreadfully to read it. In response I put in a line or two of …

advice as I knew how; but of course it will do no good. He must leave that fool Lusk and put

himself completely in the hands of some first rate man of decision …and unless he goes to a

retreat he ought to be sent on some long trip, preferably by sea, with a doctor as companion.

Anna, sweet though she is, is an impossible person to deal with. Her utterly frivolous life has,

as was inevitable, eaten into her character like an acid. She does not realize and feel as other

women would in her place. San Moritz would be in my opinion madness; he must get away

[from the] club and social life. For you to go to Europe with them, under their guidance, would

in my opinion be simple folly. Somebody must guide them; merely to follow them round would

be nothing….TR wanted dramatic action to be taken. “Half measures simply put off the day,

make the case more hopeless, and render the chance of public scandal greater….” There is

little in TR’s letters at this time to indicate any real concern for Elliott, for his health, his well-



being, his emotional needs or those of his family. He expressed only a vague contempt for

Anna, who seemed so long-suffering, so “Chinese” in her “moral and mental” stand, which was

beside and in support of her husband.As during his adolescent trips west and his hunting

voyage to India, Elliott imagined he might again escape and prove himself worthy in exile. The

Elliott Roosevelts left for Germany during the summer of 1890. Their last days in New York

were tense and bitter. Elliott felt abused and rejected by everyone in his family except Bye. On

21 July 1890, Elliott wrote his sister from Berlin: “For Bye only/Dearest old Bye, Your sweet

note to me and your letter to Anna have both been received. You were very good to us as you

always are…. Continue it all to her, our noble beautiful Anna. But I am not going to speak of

this all again even to you. I am too sad & need no friends.”They did not stay in Germany long,

continuing on to Italy, where Eleanor Roosevelt remembered “my father acting as a gondolier,

taking me out on the Venice canals, singing with the other boatmen, to my intense joy.” ER

loved her father’s voice, and, “above all, I loved the way he treated me. He called me ‘Little Nell’

after the Little Nell in Dickens’ Old Curiosity Shop…. Later he made me read the book, but at

that time I only knew it was a term of affection, and I never doubted that I stood first in his

heart.”Indeed, Elliott wrote proudly to “Dear Anna’s Mother”: “Eleanor is so sweet and good

[with her younger brother] and really is learning to read and write for love of its making it

possible to tell him stories….” Together, Elliott and little Eleanor adored “the lovely music on the

Canal in decorated Gondolas…, the delight that Eleanor and I have taken in the Lido Shore,

wandering up and down looking over the blue Adriatic watching the gray surf and catching little

funny crabs.” But, he told his mother-in-law, “I am not, I fear, particularly well….” ELLIOTT

HAD IN FACT BECOME IRASCIBLE, DEMANDING, thoughtless, and even cruel. He stormed

and raged, then wept uncontrollably. Though his little daughter was generally protected from

his most obnoxious outbursts, she did recall one unhappy incident, for which she blamed

herself:“I was given a donkey and a donkey boy so I could ride over the beautiful roads. One

day the others overtook me and offered to let me go with them, but at the first steep descent

which they slid down I turned pale, and preferred to stay on the high road. I can remember still

the tone of disapproval in [my father’s] voice.” “I never knew you were a coward,” he said to the

five-year-old Eleanor, then he galloped ahead and left his daughter alone to ponder her

failure.All the way back, she contemplated her father’s anger, and the fact that fear had caused

her to disappoint him. It seemed never to occur to her, even years later, that her father’s

expectation had been unreasonable, and his impatience cruel. Evidently he did not pause to

consider his daughter’s hesitation at the steep height, so reminiscent of the dreadful day their

ship sank three years before when Eleanor was dropped into the lurching lifeboat. ER recalled

only that she had to conquer fear.After Italy, the family returned to Austria, where Elliott entered

a sanitarium at Graz for a cure. From there they went on to France, and another spa. Their

travels and their tastes were expensive, and no treatment seemed effective. They spent over

$1,200 a month, which exceeded Elliott’s trust income, and they began to invade the family

capital. In France, Anna began to prepare for the birth of her third child.During much of this

time, Anna remained outwardly optimistic. Often alone with her children, she struggled to

provide a stable and entertaining environment. But her imaginative powers and her faith began

to waver as Elliott’s spirits grew more chaotic. By October, his depression had become

overpowering, and finally, at Innsbruck, he seemed suicidal. In desperation, Anna turned to

Bye for help:Elliott has been a perfect angel since he left Arles & he never tried to take

anything more which I think shows how very much better he is & how much more control over

himself. But Bamie I have never been so worried about him as for the past week he is settled

into a melancholy from which nothing moves him…. He says you and Uncle Jimmy both told



him he has irretrievably disgraced himself, which he knows you think true, so he says he

cannot go home, & there is no future for him, besides which he feels that as long as he stays

with us, he injures the children & myself. I was so worried I stayed another three nights fearing

his mind would flee away. Yet he is as well in every way as you & I. He is the saddest object I

have ever seen & so good & penitent. Ask Theodore to write him praising him for keeping

straight & pulling himself together & you write me in the same vein. I am afraid he might

suspect my telling you if you both write him. He also believes there is something dreadful

awaiting us in the near future.Elliott’s fear of “something dreadful awaiting us” was more than

prescient. Just at this time, a servant named Katy Mann, who had been employed by Anna,

took legal steps to claim that she was now pregnant with Elliott’s child. Evidently Katy Mann

and Anna were to deliver their babies at about the same time. At first TR refused to believe

Katy Mann’s charges, and was profoundly relieved when Elliott denied the story absolutely.

Still, TR feared the consequences of his brother’s alcoholism, and he wanted him confined. If

there was any hint of relapse, “he must go into an asylum. It is both wrong and foolish for Anna

to go on living with him, and having the children with him, while he is in such a state, for he is

then either insane and should be confined, or else not insane, and therefore acting with vicious

and criminal selfishness.”Matters worsened when Katy Mann’s charges intensified. TR wrote to

Bye, who was with Anna in Paris. “Did Douglas write you that the woman claims to have a

locket and some letters of Elliott’s? Of course she is lying. Wynkoop is going to try to get at the

truth. Whether she will make a public scandal or not no one can tell….”When Katy Mann

responded to Elliott’s denial by threatening to go to court and create a public scandal, TR again

wrote to Bye that the family—Douglas Robinson and Uncle Gracie in particular—wanted to

offer a settlement. Having seen Katy Mann, they agreed that $3,000 or $4,000 should be

“allowed,” for “the support of the child.” TR was told that in any suit of this sort the jury

sympathizes with the woman “if she can make out at all a plausible case. The character of the

man is taken much into account. If it can be shown that he was apt to get drunk, or to be under

the influence of opiates, or to go out of his head and become irresponsible, it would tell heavily

against him….” Moreover:Katy Mann says she can prove the other servants chaffed her about

his being devoted to her, and asked her once if they had not heard his voice in her

room….Elliott must consider whether he is fit to go on a witness stand and be examined as to

his whole way of living—his habits…. You know what every one who knows him would have to

testify to on these points; the more intimate they were with him, the more they loved him, the

worse it would be….TR agreed it would be better for Elliott to pay a “moderate sum than have

his reputation shredded in court. Is it not better to be blackmailed than to have blazoned to the

world the way he has been acting…?” But he wrote Bye that if after talking with Elliott she were

certain that he told the truth “and wish us to push the defense until the last gasp we will do it,

public scandal or no public scandal.”In March, Elliott agreed to return to Graz for another effort

at a cure. Anna and Bye and the children accompanied him. He also agreed to negotiate a

settlement with Katy Mann, although he quibbled about the amount. Whereas at first he had

denied that he had had sex with her, he now maintained that it might have happened but he

had no memory of it. ON 13 MARCH 1891, BYE WROTE TO TR FROM GRAZ THAT Elliott’s

health was somewhat restored. He rode on horseback virtually every afternoon, while she and

Anna and the children took sleigh rides through the snow. They tried earnestly to enjoy what

life offered, the budding springtime just barely greening, with primrose and laurel in great

profusion. No matter the weather and the recreations, their lives were in a shambles.As for his

drinking, “Elliott has kept perfectly straight,” Bye wrote Edith. But he “is as utterly impossible in

every other way as usual which naturally leaves me with no confidence as to what he will do



when not in this very quiet spot—it apparently never occurs to his mind for one instant that he

is in any way responsible for anything he does, or, for what he brings on Anna….”Though Anna

was only two months from delivering, Elliott had refused to consult with her regarding the travel

plans he made, and refused to stop to allow her to rest during the long journey from Vienna to

Paris. Indeed, “he was perfectly furious the whole day because the doctor told him Anna must

break the journey at least three perhaps four times…. He said it was all ‘Poppycock’ and they

could go right through it was so much trouble stopping with children. And so it goes all the

time.”Nonetheless, Bye assured Edith that Eleanor seemed content. “Anna gives Eleanor

writing lessons daily & she has a French governess in the morning—so she is being

tutored….”TR now believed Katy Mann’s story and decided that Anna and the children must be

made to leave Elliott. He condemned Elliott as a “flagrant man-swine” who had abandoned all

claims to decency and honor. On 20 March, Theodore sent Bye an outraged diatribe. Elliott

belonged in an asylum. For Anna to remain with him was “little short of criminal.” She ought not

to have any more children and those she had should be brought up away from him. “Of course

he was insane when he did it; but Anna has no right to live with him henceforth.”On 10 May, TR

wrote again. In a letter full of civil-service reform, Washington politics, and his own interests

and pleasures, he reported: “Douglas is in much apprehension….” Katy Mann would not be

easily bought off: “there seems a strong likelihood of an ugly scandal.” TR mused, “If only

[Elliott] could have lived quietly at Oyster Bay! I suppose such a plan would come too late now;

and the same with life in the west.”As the tension over the Katy Mann affair mounted, Elliott

became more depressed, and spoke of suicide. Anna and Bye left him in Graz and moved to a

small house in Neuilly, near Paris, to await the birth of the new baby. Though filled with

confusion, anguish, and fear, Anna tried to appear serene.In hopes of protecting Eleanor from

the bitter emotions that filled the household, she decided to send her daughter to a nearby

convent school. During the carriage ride to the convent, Anna, worried about her children’s

future, turned to Eleanor, and gave her a long, thoughtful gaze that ER always remembered.

Eleanor, not yet six, was tall for her age and suffered the fate of most prematurely tall children,

who are spoken to too candidly by adults who forget how very young, needful, and vulnerable

they still are. Anna took this occasion, when Eleanor was already feeling wretched about her

banishment from home, to speak to her of her appearance. Although ER was an appealing

child with regular features and positively lovely blue eyes, a full mouth that was not yet marked

by protruding teeth, and rather glorious thick long blond hair, her mother saw only that she was

not beautiful in the Hall tradition. ER looked like a Roosevelt. After careful scrutiny, Anna told

her daughter: “You have no looks, so see to it that you have manners.”Eleanor was miserable

at the convent school. She felt abandoned, and like her father somehow in disgrace for

unnamed crimes she could not describe, unjustly treated, and entirely forlorn.Of her agony she

wrote only: “The house [in Neuilly] was small, so it was decided to put me in a convent to learn

French, and to have me out of the way when the baby arrived. In those days children were

expected to believe that babies dropped from Heaven….”From the depths of her exile ER

longed for attention, warmth, and love. One day, she contrived to be noticed: “Finally, I fell a

prey to temptation. One of the girls swallowed a penny. The excitement was great, every

attention was given her, she was the center of everybody’s interest. I longed to be in her place.”

Eleanor went to one of the sisters and told her that she too “had swallowed a penny.” Although

the nuns doubted her story, little Eleanor insisted it was true.I could not be shaken, so they

sent for my mother…. She took me away in disgrace. Understanding as I do now my mother’s

character, I realize how terrible it must have seemed to her to have a child who would lie!I

finally confessed to my mother, but never could explain my motives. I suppose I did not really



understand them then, and certainly my mother did not understand them….My father had

come home for the baby’s arrival, and I am sorry to say he was causing my mother and his

sister a great deal of anxiety—but he was the only person who did not treat me as a criminal!

Meanwhile, Anna had ceased to be able to protect Elliott from his family’s wrath. TR insisted

that Elliott be put away. Nor was she any longer able to protect herself or Elliott from the

ravages of his disease. Now he disappeared for days at a time, only to return even more

depressed, apologetic, repentant.Every day brought new details, and each day was worse than

the day before. During his wife’s confinement, Elliott evidently began an affair with a well-

traveled and sophisticated American woman, the mother of two children, Florence Bagley

Sherman. Although Anna did not know of this relationship, she was undone by his new

behavior, his oddly secretive ways, his unconscionable and ever more frequent

disappearances.Elliott’s letters during these dreadful weeks were written mostly to his mother-

in-law. They were rhapsodies of an idyllic time: He and Anna walked each morning in the

beautiful park of the ch�çFV�Rà The weather was lovely, and they “read for two hours at a time

while the children play.” Eleanor was sent to the local school in the mornings, but joined them

each afternoon and was pleased to feed the fishes and the ducks. “Sometimes in the afternoon

Anna and I drive a jolly little pair of ponies we found at a Livery Stable down along the banks of

the Seine or through the grand old forest.”Elliott looked forward to their return to Paris, and

concluded: “Mother dear I will take good care of your sweet Daughter own darling Anna you

may be sure that no accident shall come to her from fault of mine. She is my only friend my

precious Wife. The children are so happy and little Boy gets more enchanting every day.

Eleanor too I think. Give my love to all….” After the birth of his son Gracie Hall, on 2 June 1891,

he wrote, “Dear Mother, all is over and Anna our darling girl is well & the Boy is the biggest

thing you ever saw and kissed me like a little bird the first hour of his life…. Her pains and all

did not take three hours…. Bamie was very sweet & the doctor a wonder. The little wife looks

so sweet & well. Good bye Mother …Try to love and trust your devoted son in law….” FOR

ANTIDOTE TO ELLIOTT’S EFFERVESCENCE, TR HAD THE benefit of Bye’s candid accounts

and wrote to her on 7 June:My own dearest sister, the strain under which you are living is like a

hideous nightmare even to hear about. Your last letter in which you describe Anna’s hysterical

attack due to Elliott’s violence, is the most frightening of all. His curious callousness and

selfishness, his disregard of your words and my letters, and his light-heartedness under them,

make one feel hopeless about him.TR was adamant: Immediately after Anna’s confinement,

the family would isolate and institutionalize Elliott. Anna had to be persuaded that the situation

was hopeless. Her continued faith in Elliott’s ability to recuperate was madness. TR considered

it “both maudlin and criminal—I am choosing my words with scientific exactness—to continue

living with Elliott….“Make up your mind to one dreadful scene,” he wrote Bye. “Tell him he is

either responsible or irresponsible. If irresponsible then he must go where he can be cured; if

responsible he is simply a selfish, brutal and vicious criminal…. If you need me telegraph for

me…. But remember I come on but one condition. I come to settle the thing once for all. I come

to see that Elliott is either put in an asylum, against his will or not, or else to take you, Anna

and the children away and to turn Elliott loose to shift for himself. You can tell him that Anna

has a perfect right to a divorce; she—or you and I—have but to express belief in the Katy Mann

story….”As soon as Anna was ready to travel, she, Bye, and the three young children sailed for

home. Elliott was left in the asylum at Ch�çFV�P Suresnes, near Paris, where he had been before

Hall’s birth. Their departure was marked by bitterness and resentment on both sides. Elliott

later protested that he had been “kidnapped.” The rest of that summer of 1891 was devoted to

legal details regarding the Katy Mann settlement, * and the legal effort to have Elliott declared



incompetent and insane.TR was now unrelenting. He considered his brother “a maniac, morally

no less than mentally.” Nobody owed him the least consideration. He must be abandoned,

discarded. The only consideration was now the safety of Anna and the children. TR worried

that Elliott would “try to kidnap” them. He dreaded also “to think of the inheritance the poor little

baby may have in him.” And he wanted Anna to get a divorce. Any other decision would be

“criminal.” The family had hired an expert on likenesses, who saw Katy Mann’s baby and had to

conclude that “K.M.’s story is true….” TR was outraged “that Anna should have been so foolish

as to insist on Elliott’s being sent for when her baby was being born….” But Anna continued to

believe that Elliott was curable and refused to get a divorce.Elliott’s capacity for self-delusion

also remained endless. Even though he suffered delirium tremens, and was emotionally and

physically ravaged, he wrote TR a letter that “dumbfounded” his brother. There was no mention

of the bitterness surrounding Anna’s departure, or of his wild threats to end all support for his

wife and children should they leave. He wrote merely to criticize Bye for being “under the

Doctor’s thumb.”Elliott’s financial threats caused TR to demand a lawsuit that would declare

Elliott “incapable of taking care of his property.” The effort to declare Elliott incompetent and

insane divided the family and shattered their spirits. It coincided with a serious economic crisis,

which wrecked TR’s finances during the recession of 1891–92. The recession culminated in the

panic of 1893, which also blasted many of Elliott’s holdings. TR’s own economic situation

during 1892–93 was so dire that he contemplated the sale of his beloved home on Sagamore

Hill above Oyster Bay and feared for the future of his political career. Paper money had

become so tight that Edith Roosevelt paid the servants in gold. She also feared that her

extravagant household management had contributed to the problem, and decided to

compensate by making her own tooth powder out of “ground-up cuttlefish bones, dragon’s

blood, burnt alum, arris root,” and fragrances.Throughout this entire period, Anna struggled

desperately against medical advice, TR’s bullying, and what must have been her own doubts to

persuade his family that Elliott was curable. She stood virtually alone in her effort to find an

alternative and loving approach to Elliott’s treatment. Only when Elliott became uncontrollable

and vindictive, did she agree to leave him in the Ch�çFV�P Suresnes, and consent to TR’s suit to

establish a trust that would protect her children’s financial interests. But she continued to hope

for Elliott’s recovery, and to worry about his peace of mind. All the legal confusion, the clashes

between Elliott’s representatives and Theodore’s, were “awful, & very bad for E.” The tension

was so great that she had chronic headaches and even began to shout. She apologized to Bye

for one such outburst: “I am awfully sorry I lost my temper & think I must be unbearable & very

irritating at present to everyone.”Anna had become completely reliant on Bye’s opinion, and

was now unsure of her ability to deal with Elliott. She no longer knew how to answer Elliott’s

letters, and sent her replies first to Bye for advice and scrutiny. If Bye approved them, they were

mailed. Anna tried to write Elliott only affectionate sentiments, but even these were sometimes

met with baseless rantings, dastardly screeds. “His letter is certainly that of a mad man. First

he flings the most abominable charges against me [including marital infidelity—he even

demanded to know if baby Hall was really his child]. Then says I am a Noble Woman & he

trusts me entirely. What do you think I ought to do. Ask Corinne and Douglas.” She could

demand that he write to retract each word or “I would try & prove him a dangerous lunatic. And

yet his letter is so hopelessly sad & I long to help him, not to make him suffer more. And yet I

feel I ought not on his account pass this over again….” AND THERE WERE SO MANY

OTHER PROBLEMS. FOR INSTANCE, “I am afraid the wet nurse is giving out.” Above all there

was the dreadful press coverage. On 18 August the New York Herald announced:ELLIOTT

ROOSEVELT DEMENTED BY EXCESSES.Wrecked by Liquor and Folly, He is Now



Confinedin an Asylum for the Insane near ParisProceedings to Save the EstateCommissioners

in Lunacy Appointed on Petition of his BrotherTheodore and His Sister Annawith his Wife’s

ApprovalThe headlines screamed her shame, ravaged her family’s honor, ruined all hope for

privacy. To suffer so in public was simply unbearable. And still she tried to protect Elliott: “I have

tried to write Elliott as though I had not seen [the newspaper stories]. Do you think this

deceitful? Not right?…”Elliott struggled to salvage his reputation. On 21 August, his letter to the

editor in the European edition of the Herald, was reprinted in the New York paper, denying that

he was the subject of proceedings:You publish in your edition today a most astounding bit of

misinformation under the title “Is Mr. Elliott Roosevelt To Be Adjudged A Lunatic?” I wish

emphatically to state that my brother Theodore is taking no steps to have a commission pass

on my sanity with or without my wife’s approval. I am in Paris taking the cure at an

establissement hydrothérapeutique, which my nerves shaken by several severe accidents in

the hunting field, made necessary. My wife went home at my request to spend the summer with

her mother, Paris not being a good place for children during the hot months. I hope you will

give this letter as great prominence as you today gave the invention—or worse—of your

misinformant.Elliott RooseveltParis, 18 August 1891When his Uncle Jimmie Gracie read his

letter in the newspaper, he tried to derail the suit. Although TR remained unwavering, the effort

to declare Elliott insane was eventually suspended by quarrels within the family and

disagreement among the doctors. Anna had always been less than enthusiastic, and TR could

not sustain a public scandal that now lacked even the appearance of family unity.Weighed

down by what TR called “a nightmare of horror,” Anna nevertheless made every effort to

provide her children a normal and active life. She resumed her social activities, and her charity

work. In November, she moved into a new and more comfortable house at 54 East 61st Street.

A change of scene, the chance to furnish a new home and resettle, seemed a pleasant

diversion. She was closer to Bye’s home at 62nd Street and Madison Avenue. Publicly she

behaved as if her circumstances were ordinary. But she was frequently depressed, and often

took to her bed with excruciating headaches. They were the kind of migraines that ate up her

days, and her spirit.Eleanor recalled that we “lived that winter without my father.” She had

whooping cough, and a series of colds, as she evidently did each winter; but she was allowed

to study with the children of Mr. and Mrs. Cleveland Dodge, “so time did not hang altogether

heavy on my hands.” Above all, Eleanor felt closer to her mother during that winter than ever

before. She sensed that her mother needed her, and wanted her close by. For the first time she

felt useful and worthy in her mother’s eyes. Eleanor wrote in her memoirs:I slept in my mother’s

room, and remember well the thrill of watching her dress to go out in the evenings. She looked

so beautiful, I was grateful to be allowed to touch her dress or her jewels or anything that was

part of the vision which I admired inordinately.My mother suffered from very bad headaches,

and I know now that life must have been hard and bitter and a very great strain on her. I would

often sit at the head of her bed and stroke her head. People have since told me that I have

good hands for rubbing, and perhaps even as a child there was something soothing in my

touch, for she was willing to let me sit there for hours on end.As with all children, the feeling

that I was useful was perhaps the greatest joy I experienced.These moments of intimacy were

important to Eleanor. They were the only loving moments with her mother she remembered.

The “hours on end” she spent rubbing her mother’s headache away did not pass entirely in

silence. Did Anna tell Eleanor nothing of her feelings or their origins? The adult Eleanor tells us

only:Sometimes I woke up when my mother and her sisters were talking at bed time, and many

a conversation which was not meant for my ears was listened to with great avidity.I acquired a

strange and garbled idea of the troubles which were going on around me. Something was



wrong with my father, and from my point of view nothing could be wrong with him.One day at

Tivoli, while Eleanor was visiting her Great-Aunt Elizabeth Ludlow, “whose house was next to

ours but nearer the river and quite out of sight,” Mrs. Ludlow discovered to her dismay that her

seven-year-old great-niece could not read at all. “The very next day and every day thereafter

that summer she sent her companion to give me lessons in reading, and then she found out

that I could not sew and could not cook and knew none of the things a girl should know!” The

tutor her aunt sent over was an Alsatian martinet named Madeleine—stern, unsmiling, and

impatient; ER hated her for years. She did, however, teach Eleanor to sew and to read, but

never to cook. Every morning, Eleanor repeated to her mother whatever verse in the Old or

New Testament she had read and memorized the day before.ER surmised that her “mother

was roundly taken to task” for her daughter’s prolonged illiteracy, but she diligently made up for

it. Anna monitored her daughter’s lessons for hours each day, corrected her spelling,

supervised her reading, and read aloud to her three children every afternoon.Anna also

created a schoolroom on the third floor of her new home, where Eleanor and several children

of Anna’s closest friends would be systematically tutored. She hired Frederic Roser and his

assistant Miss Tomes, who were highly regarded by fashionable society as perfect educators.

Steeped in Social Darwinist ethics, devoted to McGuffey’s Readers, Mr. Roser was rigid and

formal, pompous and dapper.Eleanor craved her mother’s approval and sought comfort in her

company. But she was continually disappointed. No matter what she did, it was never enough

really to please Anna. She remembered instead: “I was always disgracing my mother.” Even

during those precious hours Anna devoted each afternoon to her children, Eleanor always felt

a “curious barrier between myself and these three”—her mother and two baby brothers. “Little

Ellie …was so good he never had to be reproved,” and baby Hall “was too small to do anything

but sit upon her lap contentedly.” Eleanor acknowledged that her mother “made a great effort

for me, she would read to me and have me read to her, she would have me recite my poems,

she would keep me after the boys had gone to bed, and still I can remember standing in the

door, very often with my finger in my mouth—which was, of course, forbidden—and I can see

the look in her eyes and hear the tone of her voice as she said: ‘Come in, Granny.’”Anna’s

disapproval of her daughter’s solemnity reflected her own unwillingness to give in to the grave

emotions that devastated her heart. Anna turned aside and rejected the feelings Eleanor’s eyes

revealed. Every time Eleanor thought back to her mother, she remembered her glib dismissal:

“‘She is such a funny child, so old-fashioned, that we always call her “Granny.”’ “Eleanor

“wanted to sink through the floor in shame.”Anna Hall Roosevelt wanted life to go on.

Profoundly alone, she was neither a widow nor a divorcee. She agonized over whether to go to

balls, to remain active and social. She confided to Bye: “It is an awful temptation when one

feels desperately lonely and wildly furious with the world at large, not to make up one’s mind to

pay no attention to criticism as long as one does no wrong and to try to get some fun out of the

few years of our youth. I hate everything and everyone so and am most of the time so

miserable that I feel anything one could do would be a comfort to forget for one moment.” She

wanted to do what was correct and caring, but the situation was out of hand. She tried to

ignore her feelings, and dance through the night. But every day little Eleanor’s gaze betrayed

Anna’s loneliness and desperation.Moreover, Eleanor was an independent and willful child.

Since Anna never took her into her confidence, she created a life of her own. Eleanor

understood only that her home was a battlefield. Mother and daughter might have been allies,

but Anna’s silence discouraged that, and so she became the enemy. Too obedient to be a brat,

and too quiet to be much fun, Eleanor sulked, pouted, studied the situation, and seemed to

know all. She looked accusingly at Anna. She blamed her mother for her father’s



disappearance, and for all her unhappiness. The adult Eleanor always believed that it would

have been better if her mother had told her more: “If people only realized what a war goes on

in a child’s mind and heart in a situation of this kind, I think they would try to explain more than

they do, but nobody told me anything.”Anna sought instead to protect her children. She had no

intention of turning her daughter away from Elliott, of betraying the unquestioning devotion

Eleanor felt for her father. It might have been easier for Anna if she had. But, with enormous

self-control, even as those clear blue eyes gazed at her with such hatred and

misunderstanding, even as they reflected her own pain and suffering, Anna said nothing.Over

time, Eleanor went from solemnity to sullenness; she became stubborn and spiteful. One day,

during class, when Anna and several other mothers were present, Mr. Roser called on Eleanor

to spell the simplest words, words she knew. She stood to answer but was overcome by a

strange sensation that silenced her. She stood there in agony, the room heavy with anxiety and

shame, until she was asked to sit down. Her mother took her aside and whispered severely in

her ear that she feared to think “what would happen if I did not mend my ways!”Eleanor did

things her mother forbade her to do. She put sugar on her cereal, lied about her behavior, stole

candy meant for dinner guests by the entire bagful out of the pantry. When her mother tried to

get her to parties with other children, she resisted and burst into wild sobbing. On several

occasions, she had utterly unbecoming and embarrassing tantrums in public. As an adult,

Eleanor wrote: “I now realize I was a great trial to my mother.”But her mother had far greater

trials to endure. During Elliott’s stay at Ch�çFV�P Suresnes, with his wife and children back in New

York, his liaison with Mrs. Sherman deepened. From September 1891 to January 1892, all

negotiations regarding Elliott were on hold.TR wrote to Bye on 2 September: “I fear that Elliott

when he comes out would repudiate any agreement, and bring a suit for conspiracy….”

Coincidentally, TR went on a hunting excursion in October and “killed nine elk in four weeks.” At

the same time the murder of two U.S. sailors in Valparaiso made him lust for a preventive war

against Chile. He was disgusted when the United States asked merely for an apology.

President McKinley’s Secretary of State John Hay wrote to their mutual friend Henry Adams

that “Teddy Roosevelt …goes about hissing through his clenched teeth that we are dishonest.

For two nickels he would declare war himself, shut up the Civil Service Commission, and wage

it sole.”
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Daniel-Ray Carothers, “Awesome! I cannot wait to read Volume 2.. I read this book while

watching Ken Burn’s documentary on the Roosevelts, and they complimented each other well. I

wish I could have met ER, because I would like to thank her for what she did to advance the

protections for the working class people. Wow!”

The Copper Bookroom, “What made Eleanor a woman of subtance. After seeing Ken Burns'

new series, The Roosevelts, earlier this fall, I wanted to learn more about Eleanor Roosevelt's

transformation from wronged wife to political powerhouse. I was not disappointed.The author

manages to avoid the stilted, scholarly tone I came to loath as a history major, and provides

instead a highly-readable biography of a complex woman who carved her own role while

supporting and advising her husband. Theirs might not have been a successful marriage in the

traditional sense, but make no mistake, Eleanor and Franklin Roosevelt were true partners.

FDR was incredibly supportive of his wife and her friends. And Eleanor, who was certainly

heartbroken when she discovered her husband's infidelity, was an straightforward and loving

ally to FDR throughout his career.I doubt we will see their likes again.”

stephanie mutti, “5 stars until Vol 3. Vol 1 and Vol 2 are great! But the end of Vol 3 makes the

first two not worth it. Somewhat like the finale of the Sopranos or any Stephen King book..

"FDR died, ER lived a bunch of years, did stuff, not worth mentioning and then she died."

Exaggeration? Yes, but not way off the mark.”

s. u., “Interested in history undistorted, this is the trilogy of books for you!. A wonderfull over

view of pre and post ww11 History in around the usa and world, as experienced by Elenor

Roosevelt. The numerous people from all walks of life she surrounded herself with, gave her an

ear to what it was like to be living during one of the most turbulent times in .The peoples needs

and consciousness of our country were heard by this extraodinary women. An endless

advocate for all those in need. A must read. Still specks to our time. An Inspiration!”

Ebook Tops Reader, “I loved the book. I loved the book. It gave such insight into the woman

most people don't equate with all the public work she did. She was interesting and a true

American. As the wife of our 4 term president she had good influence in a lot of decision

making. she gave her opinion on certain matters and He made the decision. A good book all

around and it continues into the second and third editions.”

musicgal, “Well written and highly informative. Generally I prefer to read fiction, but I was

interested in learning about Eleanor Roosevelt, and I was not disappointed by this biography.

What an amazing woman! The details about her life helped me feel a little closer to who she

was. The only negative comment I have is I was occasionally confused about when things were



happening. This is because the author seems to have divided the chapters by theme, as

opposed to time periods. I am looking forward to reading Volume II!”

Mairead D, “Very comprehensive and detailed yet easy to read. Very comprehensive and

detailed yet easy to read, Cook sheds a very real light and relatable light on ER, while staying

objective. The huge amount of research that went into this book is apparent, and the fact that it

is so comprehensive yet enjoyable to read is a credit to Cook.”

Katja, “Fantastic read, even though it might be daunting when .... Fantastic read, even though it

might be daunting when you first start - it doesn't disappoint. Fascinating life! (Second Volume

is a bit too much though)”

G M Wills, “Five Stars. Good condition, no problems”

Myra Tate, “The World and Eleanor Roosevelt. Vol. 2 continued my education. Eleanor

Roosevelt was co-president but sadly she didn't have the clout to carry out the projects that

would have made us truly the best, most progressive country in the world. However, the good

she did was what helped FDR to be the great man he became as president.I recommend

these two volumes to anyone who would like to be an educated citizen. I was saddened to find

that many of the grievous problems that existed in the depression years, and the problems we

face with warfare and caring for our soldiers still exist. We need another Eleanor Roosevelt.

I'm hoping Hillary Clinton will be as great and compassionate as was Mrs. Roosevelt.”

Yvon Lavigne, “Five Stars. Excellent produit”

The book by Blanche Wiesen Cook has a rating of 5 out of 4.7. 172 people have provided

feedback.
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